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ITS FULTON VS
PIKEVILLE, 1:301
Atkrof,_
THURSDAY NV4.41,iiv,,,:nit.,.

HE NEWSZ

ninon

Pikeville Rated No, 3,
Bulldogs No. 10, But
Thriller Forecast
The State basketball tournament
began
in
Louisville's
mammoth Freedom Hall last
night, but for First District
fans it begins tonight (Thursday) as Fulton meets s highlyrated Pikeville team at 7:30
p. m
Should Fulton win Thursday
night, second- round
pairings
cell for the next game at II:15
p. m. Friday night, and if they
are able to continue, the third
round semi-finals will be played at 2 00 p. m Saturday afternoon and the finals at 8:46
p. m. Saturday night.
Around 18,000 people are expected to attend the tournament. A mass exodus of Fulton
fans
began
Wednesday
morning snd will climax in a
greater Louisville-bound movement Thursday morning for
those who plan to just cheer
for the battling Bulldogs. The
team left for Louisville Wednesday morning.
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Attend The
V"
r" CHURCH
Of Your Choice
This Sunday
Number Eleven

The Winners! FULTON, SOUTH FULTON
S. FULTON GIRLS
BEAT JACKSON FOR
TENNESSEE TITLE

FULTON WINS FIRST
REGIONAL TITLE IN
COUNTY'S HISTORY

Hard Week Of Tourney
Community Celebrates
Play Climaxed By
Regional And West
Thrilling Finish
Tennessee Champions
The Fulton High "Bulldogs"
Red
Fulton
South
The
brought home the first regional
Angels. chamnions of Tennesbasketball championship in the
see's Region 7, soundly whiphistory of Fulton County last
ped Jackson North Side in the
Saturday night as they showed
West Tennessee girls play-off
a packed Murray field house
emerg
night.
at Minn Tuesday
how to play basketball with
ing as West Tennessee Chamone hand behind their back,
•
•
•
•
pions Final score was 48-29.
defeating a higher-rated North
FULTON ENROUTE
Thus did Coach Parr's team
Marshall 55-53.
Fulton,
with
"basketball
reach the pinnacle of basketThe one hand behind their
fever", Is
Lou
- bound
ball farne in Western Tennesback was the absence of big
today, come what may. Ac- see; that's as high as you- can
George Burnette, who foulee
cording
to
reports, Ward go in girls basketball in Tenout in the third quarter, and
making
an
early
Johnson,
nessee. Fans are firmly conwhose loss had been regarded
whin seek lag accomodations, vinced, however, that if any
as !sure defeat for the battling
found none so he leased tub higher-level playoffs were
fugitives from the Sun-Demomotels; Dr. G Ivnn 'Wickert, scheduled, the atomic-powered
crat dog house.
having scant hours to spare Red Angels could sweep the
After Burnette's loss, tht
away from home, chartered
board.
team
gritted its teeth and
and
DC-3
-passing
er
24
a
was
ploughed in They closed the
Milan
at
victory
The
everything was 'Mg out by
gap, gained a 43-42 lead at
comparatively easy contrasted
Tuesday.
the, end of the third quarter
to the heat of the regionals
.
• •
and with the score tied in a
the previous week. South FulFulton's Buridogs, who had
nip-and-tuck battle through the
ton jumped into • quick lead
to convince West Kentucky over their Jackson rivals Tues- FIRST REGIONAL CHAMPIONS—Fulton walked off with its first regional tournament title in the history of the fourth quarter, managed a 40statisticians that they were no day night and led all the way, school at Murray last Saturday night with a 55-53 win over North Marshall in the tourney finals. The Bulldogs meet second stall at the end of the
team to be lightly-rated (de- most of th0 time by a 10Pikeville in the opening round of the state meet Thursday night in Louisville. Members of the team pictured above game, with the score tied 53spite ratings to the contrary) point margin.
are, front row, left to right, Bobby Bennett, Robert Piave, Dale Breeden, Bud White and Joe Dallas. Back row, man- 53.
as they whipped all contendThen, In a dramatic last-shot
The 1957 season record for
regional,
ager
Phil Andrews, Jack Forrest, David Holland, George Burnette, Ronnie McAlister, Harold Frazier and manager play, pint-sizett Jackie Forrest
week's
last
ers in
the Red Angels was thus closover
all
thing
face the same
—(Photo courtesy Sun-Democrat) broke through th North Mared with 32 wins „and three Don McKnight.
again in Louisville. A Wed- looms. Jackson North Side, no
shall defense with six seconds
nesday morning Courier-Jour- slouch either in their season
to go, moved toward the basnal trooper ranking list rated play, chalked up 24 against 6
ket and fired from two feet.
Fulton No. 11 out of the 16
Th ball hung on the rim, hesiAs things turned out, Then and
tournament.
the
teams in
tated and then dropped through
day's victory was anti-climatic
Pulton's rival, Pikeville. No. 3. On last Friday. March 8 the
for the ball game and the reit
Pikeville,
If Fulton beats
ional championship.
South Fulton girls met their
will next play either Clay arch-rivals from Hornbeak in
crowds
The
Fulton
went
County, renke4 14th, or Haz- the finals of the regional tourwild and as this is being writard, ranked 10th.
ten four days later, haven't
nament here and outfought and
Five Other Boys And
Station /mut will broad- outplayed the Green gals to
calmed down yet
cast the entire todrnement us- win a resounding victov)'
Two Adults Hurt Near
Ths Bulldogs had battled
ing both AM and FM for day; emerge - es Regional eh
their way through a hart"
—Fulton Monday Night
night
and
FM
at
time games
defeate
Score of the regional final was
Eight teen-age
boys from fought tournament
-- fine teams from Ballard Mer
70-63.
Graves
County
and
two
men
•••••
....•••••••••••••••••••
South Fulton went on in the
were injured in a smash-up orial and Sedalia previously
Three Fulton players, Fe:
-jottings from first quarter to outpoint the
three miles south of Fulton off
Bonen'
Green gals 18-8- and the first
U. S. 51 Monday night as a rest, Burnette and
quarter was the one that
Cadillac containing the two were chosen for the all-tourria(Continued on Page Ten)
counted From there on out it
men ran into a 1949 Ford conwas an evenly matched battle
taining the eight boys in front
as he teams fought tooth and
of the Southway restaurant on SUPERINTENDIFINT NAKED
nail for supremacy. The bigU. S. 51.
The Graves County Board of
gest change on the South FulCritically
injured
in
the Education has named w. C.
ton team was the new Carlene
wreck
were James Edward Arnett. agriculture teacher at
Kendall. Kendall has been able
.Vaughn, 18, and his brothers, Sedalia, as the new County
to hit all year when she would
Marvin, Id, and Leonard, 14. school superintendent and Proshoot. However, in previous
The latter two were rushed to poses lee] action, if necessary,
to
preferred
has
she
games
Baptist Hospital in Memphis to place him in office to suc(Continued on Page Ten)
by
a
Hornbeak
ambulance ceed James B. DeWeese, who
When vou turn your radio
after
first-aid
treatment
at was "vacated" by the Board
dial to WFUL all day Thurs(Continued on Page Ten)
last month.
Wins
Winston
Ken
day, Friday and Saturday, and
especially at six o'clock toElks Scholarship
night (Thursday) for all of the
Ken Winston, FI1S senior.
games of the Kentucky State
High
School
tournament . . has been chosen recipient of
BEST IN TILE WEST: South 'Fulton Red Angels, the toast of the town, pictured
think for a moment! Of course the Fulton Elks Lodge annual
here
with Regional trophy won last Friday night, before winning West Tennessee
and
will
award
when you turn to the Thurs- scholarship
day night broadcast at six participate in State Competi- Championship Tuesday. Coach Parr poses with Peggy Peeples (senior), Carlene Keno'clock -on WFUL-FM, 104.9 on tion, Howard Adams, Exalted dall. (senior). Betty Peeples, (senior), Nina Elliott, (senior), Janice Vincent, (junior)
your dial, you'll be thinking Ruler, announced this week.
and Doris"Harris, (senior).
—(Photo -courtesy Union City Messenger):
Winston. 17, is an outstandof only one
Fuljournalist
athlete,
student,
ing
ton win? Not only will you be
thinking, you'll also be saying and 4-H worker. He is the eld- Master Masons Will
EAST BEELERTON
a silent prayer for our hoy.i, est son of Mr. and Mrs. K. M.
Mrs. F. W. McMorries •
Be Entertained Here
for their courage and for their Winston of Fulton Route 3.
•••111MI•ql.
The Knights Temnlar, Royal
sportsmanship.
Arch Masons and Eastern Star
Mr. and Mrs.,,, Lonnie Tuck
have completed their arrangevisited Mr. and Mrs. Walter
But when you get that aver.
The Reverend John L Bard.
ments for their • informal enTuck Sunday afternoon.
pause for a moment to Wonder
tertainment given to the Master leo, nastor of the Church of
just what it must entail to
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Mc Masons and their wives at the the Nazarene at Lenior City, Morries. Euger.e and Glenda
bring such a broadcast to you
Tennessee,
returns
to
Fulton
to
Masonic Temple Thursday
In the first place we are devisit d Mr and Mis. Dewey
night. March 14th, at 7.30 p. preach a series of revival m,
lighted and appreciative of the
sages at the First Church of Johnson Sunday afternoon.
m.
wonderful sponsors who are
the Nil:serene. Mr. Bradley has
Mr. and Mrs. Cornell Mullins
making the broadcast possible.
They have arranged a very many friends in this communi- of Chicago, Ill. sisited Mr. and
In the second place we are
interesting program. Bro. Wood- ty, having bee n born and rear- Mrs. Walter
Tuck over the
amazed at the obstacles we enside will he master of cerehero. The pastor and people weekend.
countered to put the broadcast
monies. The sneaker will be of the church welcome these
Mr. end Mrs. Kenneth Gardon the air.
McAnultv, Grand many fri-nds to hear this man
Companion
ner
and children of Detroit,
Chapter
of
King of the drand
who has been a successful pas- and Mr. and Mrs Daniel GardThe Fulton game, which beRoyal Arch of Tennessee. A
ner and son of Paducah were
gins at approximately 7:30 p.
A dedication service Sunday Joe Luten of Cayce was Supt.
corps of the drill team of tor and evanvisiting Mrs. A. W. Fite over morning at
for
m. on Thursday will be broadUnion City Commandry. Knights gelist
10:50 and Open of construction and Dr. M. W.
many
years.
the
weekend.
cast by our own Bing HampTemplar, will do some of their
House from 3-5 Sunday after- Blankenship was chairman of
Revvival
beA well planned program is noon Will mark the official the building committee.
nu",bees which all will enjoy.
ton, assisted by Brooks Oliver.
Tuesday
being planned for the Beeler- opening of the new building
WFUL-FM will have its own
There will be vocal solos by gan
The new building contains,
ton School, on March 29.
local talent and Mrs. Brownie March 12, and
of the First Baptist Church in on its first floor a 50x70 felprivate telephone line and rewill
continue
TO
EVERY
VOTER
IN
FUL- Burckett and Miss Janice Walkmote control facilities from the
Miss Sylvia Gardner of Delowship hall planned for use
er will perform on their special through SunAt the morning dedication as a dining, recreation or asgiant Freedom Hall in Louis- TON COUNTY:
troit, Mich. visited over the
day,
March
I. Luther F. Adams, a native musical instruments.
week-end
with Joyce Anne service, proper recognition will sembly room; a 30x15 kitchen
ville. When we stop to think
24.
Services
be made of all committees. All fully furnished; a nursery suite
Stephens,
how many times the broadcast of Kentucky and resident of
All Knights Templar who each evening
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Gardner men who worked on the con- with five departments, two
was off and on... we shudder Fulton County for 53 years have uniforms are requested to
at 7:30.
visited Mr. and Mrs. James struction of the building will baths and kitchen; two beginto think how we ever lived would like to take this opport- wear them.
unity to announce my candidacy
be special guests.
Hicks Sunday afternoon.
through it.
ner departments and primary
All Master Masons and their
for Jailer of Fulton County, wives are especially invited.
The public is cordially invit- department.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie RoWRECK; DETOUR
berts mod children visited Mr. ed to attend Open House from
As you well know Fulton subject to the action of the
On the second floor is 5Traffic on the Fulton-Wick- and Mrs. Gusto Rhodes Friday 3-5 Sunday afternoon. Members room office suite, music office,
won the regional tournament Democratic primary on May
GUILTY
NOT
liffe stretch of US 51 was de- night.
of the building committee and choir room, 24x24 ladies parlor,
on Saturday night. The next 28.
If you elect me, I promise
was toured
Ed
Bennett, Fulton,
Monday evening while
McMorries
Eugene
visited finance committee will serve powder room, classroom, genday was Sunday and the enas guides to show
tire WFUL staff started hoping to fulfill my duties conscienti- found "not guilty" of malicious a wrecked transport containing Jurel Rhodes Friday night.
guests eral meeting room, primary devehicles
was removed
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Rhodes through the building.
and planning that we could ously and I shall be sincerely cutting at a hearing before new
partment room with 8 classThe building is one of the rooms and two junior departsend our own broadcaster to grateful for your vote and in- City Judge H. H. Perce Mon- from the side of the highway and daughter visited Mr. and
day afternoon. Bennett was ar- in the bottoms near the point Mrs. Hobert Ash lock Sunday. best to have been constructed ment rooms and 16 classrooms.
Louisville to give the play- fluence.
the
Luther F. Adams,
of
rested Feb. 28 after an affray that the highway crosses the
description
There was a birthday din- in our community in recent
by-play
The entire building is airCandidate for Jailer of Ful- with
Raymond
Gardner
of GM&O tracks south of Wick- ner in the home of Mrs. Leona years. Total
cost
exceeded con ditioned ; every
floor
game. We wanted it that way
is
boys
ton
County,
Democratic
Priour
knows
Riceville,
in
which
Gardner
transport
liffe. The
plunged off Boaz in honor of Mrs. Fannie $121,000.00. Mr. R. W. Key of tried. There are now 109 rooms
because Bing
cats.
mary, Tuesday, May 28, 1957 suffered several bad
an embankment with its load. Ward.
Murray was the architect; Mr. In the entire Church structure.
(Continued on Page Ten)

VAUGHN BROTHERS
SERIOUSLY HURT
IN AUTO CRASH

Jo's

I

Note Book

Baptists Dedicate
Annex On Sunday

ADAMS ANNOUNCES
FOR COUNTY JAILER

REV. JOHN BRADLEY.
HOLDING REVIVAL

'Maw

14, 1967
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planting. Through the years
this has been the main reason
for limited planting. Replantng by hand is still hard work
and is very unpopular with
farmers. Planting by hand is
still being done effectively,
but survival is low where experienced planters haven't demonstrated how the job should
be done. This article is not
the proper location for a tree
by
demonstration
plant ing
hind, but I will give a few
points on planting that may
saye you trees. The chief rein
50n for young trees mortality
being high is the planter not
havir.g deep enough trench or
hole, wind has dried the roots
dry weather follows during
the growing season. We cannot do anything about the
weather but we can correct the
other two. When trees are received be sure to plant them
within two to four days or
trench them out. The directions are in the .package as to
trenching. If you plans to plant
within a day or two keep trees
in cool areas with plenty of
time
planting
water. When
somes around, NEVER LET
DRY.
ROOTS
TREE
l'HE
Wind and sun will dry and
kill a seedling in 5 minutes.
13e sure to keep trees wet until planted. First open a deep
trench or hole with planting
tool, insert tree making sure
the tree root does not turn up
or 'J'. If the root is a little
too long, cut the bottom two
inches off. Next pack soil
firmly with a -sharp kick of
the heel It is not a good idea
to plant trees in mud. The soil
need only to be moist.
The Illinois Central Tree
planter is available for demonstrgtions throughout West
Kentucky and Southern Illinois. Contact your County Agent, Farm Adviser or Soil
Conservationist.

Dairy Trend: Larger Herds

-We feel that these programs
Shop Fulton Value Days!
ffer a real opportunity to
s
y'
Count
strengthen Fulton
Listen to WFUL fur latest news!
agricultural," Mr. Bard siud
Anomumor
"We urge all farmers to
come in arid discuss them with
TO
TIME
NOW IS THE
the county ASC office staff or
any of the county or community committeemen."
LET US FILL YOUR

will rennin at its present low
fifty A. J. Sims. Watiter
point until the volume and
Tennessee Farm News)
of forage on our dairy
major quality
certain
are
There
greatly increased and
is
farms
trends in the dairy industry its quality improved.
which should be kept in mind
With increased emphasis on
as the current situation is bemilk production pei
Spring Enrollment
efficiency,
for
outlook
and
ing considered
and
is
ruing
rapidly
cow
retrends
1957 outlined. These
At UK Hits New High
steadily. In 1946 the average
present all the major sectors
The University of Kentucky's
U.
for
cow
the
per
production
Farmers Invited To
of the dairy industry, producsecond semeste* enrollment —
S. was 4,685 lbs. In the past
te;
Requests
Participa
tion, consumption, and distri7.550 students — is the largest
decade this figure has increasbution of milk and dairy proAre Now Being Received total enrolment ever recorded
VIM AM PRYOR
average
1956
The
by
24%.
ed
Eugene
to
ducts. According
aossbefel seek 01111116% Cameral Rdhood
trend will
Farmers can receive cost- for the spring term, UK officiU-T Extension farm W8s 6,050 lbs. This
assistance through the als announced.
use
of
share
artificial
the
as
continue
specialist, dairy
management
The Problem or Reietentliieli
Conservation Proand
aricultural
is
A
on
expanded
inseminati
This figure includes 6,366
herds are becoming markedly
ACP students taking regular work
performing
for
manand
feeding
gram
cover
as
imprcs•ed
today
Kentucky forests
larger and the number of herds
s txscorne Practices on their land while on the Lexington campus, 720
approximately 49% of the total
is declining. As a farm enter- agement practice
•
more
followed.
generally
it is in the Soil tBapk Mr. Roy at the Northern Center in Covarea. This timber gives fullbecoming
is
dairying
prise
Chairman of the Fulton ington, 158 In the College of
Bard.
over
to
shifting
employment
a
definite
is
There
is
time
trend
This
.
more specialized
Agricultural Stabilizat- Pharmacy in
County
Louisville, and
over
well
and
milk
of
heaviest'
areas
the
people
of
20,000
not new, but it will bear
Com- 360 enrolled in credit evening
Conservation
and
ion'
work
time
part
be
to
ueems
receive
100,000
watching as a part of the out- production. This
pointed out this week. classes in Lexington.
in wood processing. We say
look for dairy farming. Im- result of • population shifts and mittee.
Applications are now being
reforestation because at one
proved technology has influ- changes.
for the 1957 ACP at
time all our farm land was in
major received
enced some farmers to go out
significant
Another
Hot water is more effective
County ASC office,
Fulton
the
timber, much of which should
influencirig
while
of dairying
trend. Gambill explains, is the
Hickman. Kentucky. In washing cottons than warm
at
located
cleared.
been
never
have
others to expand their opera- A.eady change in the pattern
more
farmers are invited to water, about one-third
tions. This trend seems likely of consumption of milk and All
Mr. W. A. Johnston, Presianolications soil being removed by same in
all
and
participate
to continue at least for the dairy products. Over the past
dent of the Illinois Central
receive equal considerat- water of 140 degrees than 100
remarked,
next few years. Gambill says. ten years per capita consump- will
recently
Railroad
Bard emphasized. , Re- degrees.
Mr.
ion,
"Our major problems are, to
The costs of producing milk tion of some products has in- quest for Federal conservation
desirin
keep our woodland
in. 1957 will probably increase. creased substantially. Included cost-sharing must be filed with
able species, the protection of
Feed costs are not expected to in this Croup are cheese, frozen the county committee before
productive stands- from fire
rise due to heavy supplies of dairy products, and non-fat dry any practice is started.
replanting
and
disease
and
feed grains, corn and ell meals. milk. Classes of milk products
The prelirnioary allocatsion of
eroded land to trees. Through
However, labor costs, machin- which have declined in per program funds to Fulton
planting
dethe
past
use
capita
tree
during
our mechanical
ery costs, and other production
Counts/ for cost-sharing under
demonstrations, forestry schools
costs will trend upward contin- cade are butter and evaporated
1957 ACP is $35,321.00. Unthe
and tree girdling demonstratuing the rising cost pattern. milk.
the 1956 Program, farmers
der
ions, we hope to assist forestry
Di the marketing of dairy
Gross income for the dairy inin this county received $56,is
a
change
a
leaders and land owners in
record
may
significant
products
reach
dustry
335.20. 248 ACP practices have
combating these problems."
high with steady milk prices the reduction in numbers of
approved for this year.
milk plants and the increased been
and record volume of milk.
planting
comes tree
Now
ACP practice is eligible
Any
Tennessee dairymen will be volume of milk handled per
time and with it method of
for aoproval on and in Acrefacing the same general situa- plant.
age Reserve of the Soil Bank
tion as dairy farmers over the
but Soil Bank provisions of no
U. S. The recent increase ir
harvesting
no
and
tution
Farm
Reconsti
Freeing
demand for fluid milk in Tenmet.
be
must
nessee apparently has Ix
Study Now Underway
will I
Any ACP prertice for which
This
satisfied.
largely
not authorized
make the problem of surplus
Mr. Roy Bard. Chairman of cost-sharing is
Remilk greater in 1957 than in the Fulton County ASC Com- under the Conservation
1956. Again. Tennessee dairy- mittee, stated that the county serve of the S4 • Bank. may
men will find themselves deal- office is now in the process of also be carried out on Con'
ing with their number one pro- making all combinations or servation Reserve land and is
costblem, that of providing ade- divisions of farms for Market- eligible for approval for
Chairquate good forage for their ing Quota- Acreage Allotments sharing under the ACP,
State 4-H Negro
man Bard explained.
cattle the year round. Many and ACP Purposes.
Whiner.. Announced
of them will not find a satisHe stated that any farmer
factory answer for this year who had sold a part of his
IHearinct Aid Battsaies
State csampions in projects round need. In general, those
land or who had purchased adcarried by Negro 4-H club who do, will find themselves
ditional land either by tract
Complete Line
members have been announc- ahead in Milk production, in
or by farm, to make an appliFor all make, .$1 h/..awrint $!
ed by the State 4-H club de- reduced costs, and in net re%'I( eur Hearing Ate Depart'
cation for a reconstitution, so
partment at the University of turns.
A PROUD CHILD
office, would
,sent at you.. first .pportunity.
county
the
that
and
winners
Kentucky. The
as
low
proconstituted
farm
The
milk
each
have
average
CHILD
inarea
IS A HAPPY
their projects in this
CITY DRUG CO. I
duction per cow in Tennessee it is now operated. Final date
clude Johnie Dillard, of Hick- will rise in response to a
Phone 75
is
Lake street
Me
request
this
for
sound
making
Count y, achievement:
Playing a Wurlitzer
man
1st.
It
forage
program,
April
production
McKinney of
James Nelson
Piano develops pride
Fulton County, gardening.
of accomplishment.
Each winner will receive an
award through the National 4-Club. Committee in Chicago.
TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT. if There
are 74 Negro 441
clubs in the state with a
Union City, Tenn.
total membership of 2.038.

ACP PRACTICES
CAN BE USED ON
SOIL BANK LAND

BIN

COAL
Cold Weather
i Ahead!I
Don't Run Lowl
Delivery

Immediate

All Sixes On Hand.

CITY COAL CO
TELEPHONE 51

So many
reasons
for having
plenty of
Hot Water

it

ORPHEUM

SATURDAY
and a gun on

Gold on everybody's lip
everybody's hip!

JOHN WAYNE IN

PECIALS

AY
URD
SAT
is
Y
IDA
-FR
AY
RSD
THU
D"
GOL
ED
"HAUNT
3 for $1
Ladies Panties
3 for $1
Children Panties
MENS'SPORT SOX
5 PR $1
MEN'S 1.0k6 SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS
$1.98
CHILDREN'S DRESSES
owl if yen lets burl
From the best
$1.49
49c value

Sizes 6-10

Plus Color Cartoon — CAT IN THE ACT & 3
Color Shorts — PETER THE WOLF, SIAM, and

49c value

BEN & ME.

Sizes 2-12

aert-; water heater
an electric water heater you can keep the
whole family hot-water happy right down the

With

line. Round-the-clock service keeps up with the
demands of baths and shaves- - and Mom's clean-

ark' laundering needs. Give your family the

comfort and convenience of constant hot water.
See your dealer for an electric water heater of
the right size to meet your needs.

SUN — MON — TUES — WED

Dixies Pride becomes America's Glory! These

Slight Irreg; 39t val

2-13
Sizes l01/

, 'Enjoy th• sihfity
WIty worry"

were your boys! These were your loved ones!

62.49 values; sizes 7 to 12

Us COM* NI
Pomo

Between

ar

LADIES SPRING SKIRTS
$1.98
22-38

$3.00 values
Si7.Pct

Ireandne
Hell

cear•416*.to 61 an

Get Your

POT 0

TICKETS

at Kasnow's
COLOR Ivir
OS LIJIM

CINsmAScoPg

einiammisnsenentareinswewares

CRANGA
Broderick
MOORE mon
Terryawn
—Robert WAMER
amiss
E.BSON
Plus GOLD IN THEM THAR THRILLS gt Color
Cartoon — CLOAK & STAGGER

BOBBY SOX 5PR $1.00
Sizes 8 to

11

COTTON PRINTS 5 YDS.$1.00
LADIES HOSE .2 PAIR $1.00

•44,cfne

seNn,

hoofer

Regular _$2.98

And this was their finest hour!

• _.4s/1P.'t '96,306.1

Live Better Electrically with

HOUSEPOWER

FULL
Full HOUSEPOWER provides for more con- Ym
venient, economical use of appliances you
now own—and those you will add in the future. Wiring that provides FULL HOUSEPOWER

for • earn
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Mrs. Ed
Ky., spent
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is an investment in better living.
Call our office or ask your

electrician about the Certi• fied HOUSEPOWER plan.,
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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be expected and expects to be
back home soon_

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mrs. Marie Kimbro was disYELLOW BANKS
missed from the Fulton HcsOwensboro was first known
pital Saturday after being a
as Yellow Banks because of a
patint for the past week.
six-mile
stretch
of unusual
Mrs. H. A. Smith and daughter, Marcell, Arlington, Ky, yellow clay on the banks of
visited Mrs. Ina Everett Satur- the Ohio River there.
day afternoon.

David IAssIter sufftlted a
badly sprained wrist one nite
the past week, tvhile rollerskating. He was carried to Jones
Clinic for x-rays which revelled no fracture of his wrist.
David is back in Palmersville.
He is a sophomore and president of F. F. A.
Many friends here regret to
hear that Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Farmer lost their home and
some of furnishing near Fulgham. Ky.. the past week by
fire. Mr. Farmer is _a nephew
of Mr. Hark) Henderson of this

land.

CO.
51

Mr. Grunt Bynum is recovering from • seige of sore
throat. He has received some
medical care from Dr. E. F.
Crocker. Haws Memorial.
Rev. Dempsey Henderson filled his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist church the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. and
the evening service at usual

A PARATROOPER is demonstrated at a recent FM
Chapel prrgram by Lt. Col. Paul Durbin a net other members of 101st Airborne Division from Ft. Campbell, who appeared be fore local students with pep talk on Army
as career. (Above): Two paratroopers show rig to (I to r): Afton Jackson, Johnny
Allen, Charlie Forrest, Bobby Bennett, Johnny Jones, Billy Grooms, Charles Sisson,
Wayne Anderson, Kenneth Mulcahy.

hour.
Mrs. Doyle Frields ha, returned home after a few weeks
vt in Detroit, with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Covene
Hastings and the Billie Vaughan family.
has
Austen
Harrison
Mrs
been • patient in Murray hospital where she had surgery.
very good wish is extended
for a complete recovery very
soon.
Mrs Ed Danoho of Sedalia,
Ky.. spent Thursday with Mr.
and Mrs. B. L. Doran.
Farmers over the area have
burned their tobacco seed-beds,
preparatory to their crop beteg/i for the weed which includes air-cured and dark-fired.
Over the State Lane into Ken-

The advantages of a Federal Bank loan:
Low interest rate
Long term — le to 33 years
Privilege of repayment at any time
These loans are made to:
Bey land
Bey machinery
Buy livestock
Build or repair buildings or fences

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
visited their son, James M.
Phillips and family of Fulton.
Ky., Friday.

RIGGING CARRIED 1Y

tucky quite a bit of burley is Alburque, New Mexico, is visitgrown.
ing Mr. and Mrs. A. Sinysaw.• NEW

CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Rondurant •

Mr. and Milo Howard Powell
and sons of Clear Water, Florida were recent visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Moseley.
Mrs. Jessie Powell of Union
City, Tenn., spent last Sunday
with Mrs. Ella Holly
Mr and Mrs. Cecil
Cruee
and Donna of
Milan, Tenn.,
were weekend visitors of Mr
and Mrs. J J Cruce and Mrs.
Ella Holly.
Mr Toni Arrington v. ho has
been a patient in Jones Clink
We have complete stocks ot is improving at his home here.
Mrs. A linos Wall. Mrs Jim
Dugan and Harold Hampton
dinner
rught
were
Friday
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
for HOME and FARM guests
Hornbook -411- Fulton, Ky.
Mr. arid Mrs. Joe A. Stream
Machines
and family of Evansville. Ind..
BENNETT ELECTRIC were weekend guest. of Mrs.
Mayme Screace.
PHONE 201
FULTON
Mrs. Thelma Bradford of

DAYTON V-BELTS

Mrs. Nina Fowler of Union
City and Mrs. Harold Midget;
of Memphis. Tens.. were Sunday afternoon visit-irs of Mrs.
Clara Carr and Mrs. Inez
Menees and Nauru".
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harrison Of Fulton, Ky., visitell
Kr. and Mrs. Leroy Latta Saturday night.
Sunday afternoon visitors in
the Latta home were Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Willierneon and
family. Fulton, Ky.
Mr Elmer Welston, Mr and
Mrs. Porter Lewis visited Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Moore, Crutchfield, Sunday afternoon. Mrs.
Moore is recuperating at her
home after about 2 weeks of
hospitalization.
The Cane Ridge
Meeting
House in Burbon County, built
in 1791 by Presbyterians from
North Carolina, is the parent
church of the Christian demon'nation in Kentucky, otherwise
known as the Disciples of
Christ.

EARTHQUAKE LAKE
Reelfoot Lake in the far
Southwestern part of Kentucky
and neighboiing Tennessee resulted from the earthquake of
1811-12.

MR FARMER:

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wilson,
LaCenter, Ky. were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis
Sunday evening.

owl
leery
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Mr. and Mrs. Archie Rushton
spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Phillips. Afternoon
visitors were
Mr. an
Mrs.
Ruben Inman and boys.

OBION-WEAKLEY National Farm Loan Association
108 Washington Avenue, Telephone 453
Union City, Tennessee
This office serves only Obion and Weakley counties.

Sparkling Specials

HOPE NEWS

Mrs, Meier Walston •
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis
visited Mr. and Mrs. William
Kimbro and daughter, Sandra,
last Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Belew,
Detroit. Mich.. Mrs
Pressey
Moore, Mrs. Vera Byrd, Miss
Ina Beim, Miss Marie Moore
visited Mr. and Mrs. Layman
Elliott in St. Louis, Mo., Tuesday. Mr. Elliott had
serious
operation at the John Barnes
Hospital about 6 weeks ago,
friends will be glad to hear he
I, improving as
well as can

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat
wasems, Climb sad Nos
Mess at 1111 leads Mow
aid* Rapdrad at Low Cat

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
Kleenex Tissues

Gillette Double-edge

Box of 200 tissues Razor Blades
81,4 x

BO: of 4 thin blades

Regularly 29e

Regularly 15c

13c

10c

Limit (5) Boxes

Limit (5) Bons*

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
FULTON, Kir.

LAKE STREET
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More Plants- More Corn -Per Acre
when you use ‘.5 1f4ee
4
,ae 5?

Seed
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- DOUBLETESTED

PROTECTED
4.

All Southern States
Hybrid Seed Corsi Is
double tasted by
R•glst•r•d feed
Teekatilosittl.

Courtesy Virginia
Truck Experiment
Station
••••

•

A

•us.

ROW A — Chemically treated before planting with the
treatment being used by Southern States.

TE.71 No. 1 — The "regular" test.

ROW B

the seed under ideal conditions.

Untreated.

ROW C — Treated

another well known treatment.

Every kernel of Southern States Hybrid Seed Corn is protected with a new
chemical treatment to prevent loss of seed or seedling from disease or soil insects.
No other treatment for disease or soil insects needs to be applied to ScuViera
States Hybrid Seed Corn.

Seed Is
tory-tested to determine the actual • II
I

*4,4,

.s
Si

•

TEST No: 2 The"cold" test." Seed Is grown In c-oldintick gbil held
In refrigeration at 50 F.for 8 days, then room temperature for 3
days. Any seed subjected to this rigid test that shows weakness it.
vitality, or low germination, is discarded and not offered for s21,

Where else can you get seed that gives so much promise of...

A BUMPER CORN CROP

The Seed is Right... The Price is Right!

SEE YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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girls. The club meets each Satu day afternoon
when they
have lessons an the fine art of
sewing — and
DO mean
they will REALLY learn to cut
out the dresses — as well as
to SEW. We really can't think
of a MORE worthwhile project
for youngsters. Those who belong to the club are Linda and
Charlotte Muzzall, Anna and
Jennie Lou Hardy, Jean Burnette and Judy Hoodenpyle.

Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Mouday through Friday.

To say that the OLE HOME TOWN had been a BEEHIVE of activity for the past two weeks — would be
putting it MILDLY — and we DO mean MILDLY because
EVERYONE has been in a complete state of excitement!
Of course — YOU know WHY! The Fulton High School
Bulldogs! (The old typewriter says Yea, RAIL Bulldogs!)
As I sit here writing the Diary — I'm just wondering
if there actually is ANYONE in Fulton who ISN'T the
proudest person in the world that OUR team has made
ALL of the HURDLES in the regtonal tournament, — and
today (Thursday) finds them in Louisville where they
will play their first game in the State Basketball Tournament.
And though our home-place is on the Kentucky' side
our hearts are on the Tennessee side .
. for South Fulton is OUR team and we are bustin' at the seams with
pride at the remarkable strides those South Fulton Red
Angels have made this year.
To participate in a State
Tournament is something a
small school always DREAMS
of — and for a dream to actually materialize is proof of
MANY things. It tvotild be far
beyond MY poor power to put
into words on the printed page
the job and the pride that all
of us feel as we think of our
ball team. I would like to take
each -player and tell every little
,thing that he has contributed
to his team. I woud like to
tell much that I know about
'our fine coach Charlie Thomas,
who has trained as well as inspired his boys to be a TEAM.
Because a TEAM is what our
boys have produced through
excellent coaching. I would
like to say "thanks" to tbose
two young fellows who have
given much of their time as
managers of the team. I would
like to tell more about the
Cheer Leaders who helped lead
us on to victory through their
UNTLRING efforts.
I would like to tell of the
loyalty of the many, many
Fulton fans who attended every
game and who (I am certain)
are a source of great inspire.

Lion to the team.
And — I might add — that
EVERY fan — who could possibly go is in Louisville today
to add their own special Victory Cheer for the Bulldogs of
Fulton High School. In fact,
we know that every hotel room
and motel in the surrounding
Louisville area will have their
share of Fulton fans. Twould
be impossible to name all of
those who will go but we are
wishing for them the very
BEST time — EVER — and we
join everyone in Fulton in saying, "The best of LUCK to
you, BULLDOGS"

The many fru- ,(4, of Lieut
Gov. Harry Lee Wati•rfield and
his lovely lady, Laura, will be
happy to know of the singular
honor
bestowed
upon
their
youngest daughter. Nancy, reently. Nancy was one of six
seniors :from Frankfort High
School
who was chosen for
membership in the National
Honor Society. This organ ization is known as "the Phi Beta
Kano& of hirth .ichool." Nancy
is following in the footiteps of
her dad as she is editor of the
school newspane-, and
active
in all high school activities.
We are ,0 hippy to knoll:
that Mrs William S Murphy,
the former Jessie Nell Carter is
reported tob,. gettirg along
nicely in the Delnor Hospital
Miss Beard
at St. Charles, Plinois after
Social Interest Cente;s in Engagement of
major si:rgery was perfor—,1
last Frielsy. We join Jesi.
.r
Miss Virene Beard and Mr. Robert Jennings
Nelle's family r?Iii her marry
Mr. and 14'1. V -on Paul Jrnnire II of Mt. Juliet. Ten- frienei in Full
to wish )her
Beard of 311 Summer Street, nessee. His
-am+ oat ent; were a s-eedy recovery.
Martin,
Tennessee
announce the late Mr. and Mrs.
Louise (Mrs. Wendell) No-the enealement and approach- Bennett Jennings and Dr. and
ing marriage of their daughter Mrs. John Weaver, both form- man has return/sd to her hone
Virene to Mr. Robert Van Jen- erly of Mt. Juliet, Tennessee. in Lafayette. Indiana after a
nings of Mt. Juliet, Tennessee. Mr. Jennings graduat^d from visit with her parents. Kathryn
Miss Beard is the grand- Mt. Juliet High School. He re- and Dr. J. C. Hancock
M"
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. ceived his degree in Busines• filed Highway. Louise and
Charles Thoreas Beard of Mar- Administration from Vanderbilt Kathryn were in :Cr ihville for
tin and Mr. H. E. Kibbons and University. Nashville. Tennes- a few days last week attendthe late Mrs. Kibbons of Paris, see in 1952 where he was a ing the bedside of Kathryn's
Tennessee. She is a graduate member of Kalpha Alpha fraof Martin High School where ternity. He served for tw,
she uses active in the band, years as a Lt. (;g) in OK
receiving the Ahrens Award on United States Navy as 3 memgraduation. She attendvd U. T. ber of the Navy Border Des
M. B. Martin and the Univer- troyer Escort Service. At presity of Kentucky, Lexington. gent he is
employed as ar
Kentucky where she pledged auditor with Sears IFtoeb ck
Chi Omega Sorority. She is now Co.
a student of The Harris School
of Advertising Art. Nashville,
A May wedding at the First
Tennessee. Miss
Beard
was Baptist
Church,
Martin" is
selected Miss Martin of 1953.
planned. They expect to make
Mr. Jennings is the son of their home in Donelson, TenMr. and Mrs. William Bennett fleSSee.

And not only does Fulton rejoice over the victory of the
Bulldogs — vie also rejoice
that the South Fulton girls'
basketball team — the Red
Angels — are CHAMPIONS,
too. We have been ever so
interested in this team because
it isn't often that a school
produces a girls team that
plays ball like these gals do.
C. D. Parr, has worked long
The many friends and rela— and tirelessly in coaching his BREEZED thsough that game
team and 'the result proves — like 'twas NOTHING at all. tives of the Porter Kellys are
what a capable coach he is. The score — RED ANGELS 48 enjoying a visit from them.
former
Kelly&
Fulton
Tuesday night the Red Angels,, — Jackscn North Side 29! Our The
have
made
met the Jackson North Side congratulations go to this fine Countians, who
team in the new gymnasium at school, the team, the coach, their home in California for
Milan, Tenness,e where they the cheerleaders, the parents many years are moving to
played for the West Tennessee and to ALL who have — in Colorado where they Ivan l've
girls basketball championship any way — contributed to tlis near their daughter. Mrs. Kelly
and what h VICTORY it was; successful season of the South—will -be remembered as the
former Mary Temo Kelly- of
The RED ANGELS just Fulton Red Angels.
Fulton
County. They
were
guests of Esquire and Mrs. C
J. Bowers in Fulton this week

FREEDURINPR
IZ
ES
G OUR
31st Anniversary Sale
PRE-START
BABY PIGS

GRAND PRIZE:
SHETLAND PONY

Members of the Fulton Music
Club enjoyed a real musical
treat Tuesday evening
when
members of the Junior Music
Club and the Beethoven Club
presented the program. These
students participated
in
the
Annual Spring Festival of the
National Junior Music Clubs
that was held in Paducah Saturday, where they received
such ratings as Superior, and
Excellent. ' Members
the
of
ivnior Music Club point with
pride to our young musicians
in the two junior clubs.
Tis interesting to note that
ur "youngest
homemakers"
have a club that they call the
'SEW
AND SAVE CLUB".
This is a project of the 4-H
Club. Sue Bruce (Mrs. Thomas)
is the leader' for these little

mother, Mrs. W. D
who is ill.

Galloway, way — Linda Hale. Linda was
at the ball game, too.

Max McDade, a student at
the University of Kentucky.
made a flying trip home over
the weekend. Max drove into
Fulton about 5:30 Saturday
evening — and left for Lexington Sunday morning. But
you may well imagine WHY
Max came home — to attend
the Fulton High-North Marshall ball game. As a matter
was
of FACT — the trip
JUSTIFIABLE. WRAT a game'
What a game! And — there's
PROBABLY another reason for
Max's trip home — one lovely
little lass from over Hickman

wishes — AND
best
Our
prayers — are with a good
little friend of ours this week
— the pride and joy of the 21
Questions Quiz Kids of min-.
Mr. Alfred Lee Bushart. Al is
probably "pouring over" math
and English questions this very
minute — because he is taking the examination for entrance to the United States
Academy
at
West
Military
Pefint -- just about now. Al
left Fulton Wednesday for a
three-day examination period
at Fort Knox, Ky. We know
(Caallased ea Page rivet
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Why drive long distances for fabric bargains when
we have just as low

MILL PRICES ON PIECE GOODS
Wash Silks, 45 inches
Cupioni — Navy — White and Navy dot
Faille, for dusters (black and Navy)
Gabardine, white
Taffetas
CLinghams (nylon finish) small checks
Ratiste
59c Dan River Cottons

$1.89 yd.
$1.49 yd.
$1.59 Td.
$1.18 yd.
69c Yd•
'79c yd.
69c yd.
59c yd.

39c SPECIALS
Erring cot.ons — (plaids--stripes--checka---aolids)
P:isse (white and pink)

FULTON FABRIC SHOP
Next to the Bridge

Comrrwercial Ave.

SCOOP!
A SPECIAL PURCHASE
DIRECT FROM FACTORY
SAVE 50%

Ballerina Dinnerware
Exquisite Ballerina ... in modern solid colors! The shapes are
refreshingly modern but not extreme; each colored-glaze piece
is guaranteed oven-proof; guaranteed against checking or crazing as a result of exposure to either heat 9? cold.
A fortunate purchase of slightly-imperfects enables us to offer
you a big stock of Ballerina dinnerware at a saving of one-half
regular price. Come in, today! Buy one piece or a whole set,
as you choose!

BALDRIDGE'S
5— 10— 25c STORE
ITS DOTTY FOS SPRING

OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE:
4
24

Registered Bacon Type 2,uroc
TGilts**
Baskets c,f Groceries

6 Country Hams
on Wayne Tail Curler "Jr"
For Fast, Economical Galas

Nothing To Buy — Just Come In And

Highly fortified and sugar sweetened, new Tail Curler "Jr" gets
baby pigs sating earlier than ever
before.

Register. Something Free Every Week

Over a dozen special vitamins
and pig growth factors are in this

powerful feed.

WAYNE
FEED„

TAIL CURLS" "JSIS SIMPLY AMAZINISI

now for

Jacquelines

and your Spring's complete!

r.

WE HAVE SOME REAL GOOD PRICES ON
SEED! NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.
Now is the time to sow Red Top, Timothy, Fescue,
Rye Grass and Orchard Grass, also White Dutch
and Ladino Clover, Kobe and Korean. We carry
most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We reserve the right to limit quantities.

A.s C.3BUTTS & SONS
PHONES:

FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT

Ful

as 11•OPI
:n McCall's
COM*... ha fiertkotiti Ore
Ihmod up

...
lightened, tapered to a
sprkv-fiver mood, From
beiges, greys, navy, red, block,
to RowsrIng
pastels! The pebble-patents,
broadtail coifs, strews
Invite fest to moke never
-before news. Pick the
high 'n little heels your
wardrobe ruteds this minute.

10.99
OTHER STYLES 7.89 to 10.99

I
I

---reenweeequpereme

Linda was
ao.

Coodiumed from Pogo Four

Save Money — Shop In Fulton I

t

s — AND
th • good
this week
r of the 21
of WFUL,
hart. Al is
jver" math
is this very
he is tak n for en ited States
at
West
t now. Al
day for a
ion period
We know

ge live)
is when

will be a rough exam —
but we hope Al *ill come
through with flying colon. And
v.'e just BET he WILL!

News
From

Sgt. and Mrs. F. M. Towles
.uid little son, Joseph Conley
of Little Rock, Ark, spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Permenter at their home
east of Fulton.
Mrs. Neal Ward and daughter, Elizabeth have returned
from a lovely trip down Mississippi way. They visited with
Mrs. Lucy Ward and family in
Brookhaven and stopped- over
in Natchez to see the beautiful ante-helium homes that are
featured each year during the
Annual March Pilgrimage.

Have you shopped at Jack and Jill
shop lately?

The

I TELEPHONE FOLKS

Our visitors Sunday were
little Hernia and Mark Welch,
Exciting new Spring Clothes are here! Easter
children of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Welch, Steve Ericson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ericson,
Is not far around the corner; now is tthe time
Scott Ferguson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Ferguson and Rita
to be making your Spring and Easter selectHurd, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harcey Hurd.
ions for both dress-up and playtime.
Mary Frances Roberts and
Mrs. A. B. Roberts attended
the Ice .Follies in Memphis
Midshipman Don Wright of
Friday night. They visited with
the U. S. Naval Academy of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Sammons
Annapolis, Maryland is spending his Spring Vacation in Lex- while in Memphis. Little Lynn
Lake Street
Fulton ington, Ky. He is the guest of Sammons came home - with
%hem for a short visit.
Midshipman Dave Mabry at
Mr. and Mrs. James Paul
the home of Dave's parents, on
Beacon Hill Road in Lexington. Campbell and Mr. and Mrs.
And your Diarist surely thinks Charles Brown attended the
Louble Feature
that Don will make a side trip matinee of the Ice Follies, Sunwer to Louisville to see the day.
Friday & Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Allen,
Bulldogs play in the State
Tournament. Don arrived in „Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bi7ZIP and
Lexington
Thursday
(today) Mr. and Mrs. Nemo Williams
and will return to the Naval have enjoyed attending the
Academy Sunday. He will also Fulton games in Murray and
be the guest of Kay Cherry we would like to say, congraInd other Fulton friends at the tulations to the Bulldogs for
deservingly winning their place
university.
at the State Tournament this
Much interest is centered a- week. We're all as proud as our
round the announcement of the own Virginia Forrest is for her
Plus —A STAR IS BORED (Bugs Bunny Cauftee
wedding of
Marilyn
Lynch brother, Jaek Forrest.
Yates, daughter of Mr. and
Virginia, Sylvia Yates and
SUN — MON — TUES — WED & TRUES! Mrs. Raymond Lynch of Fulton Joyce
Fortner have also enjoyand Horace Stephens of Ful- ed seeing the games in MurHIS DUTY TO HIS GOD
ton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee ray.
Stephens of Water Valley, Sat...to save human souls! -Margaret Walker is visiting
urday afternoon, March 9, at relatives
in St. Louis, Chicago.
3
o'clock.
and. Detroit during her vacaHIS DUTY TO HIS NATION
The wedding ceremony was tion.
...to Wu essay lived
solemnized at the First MethoWe welcome Ruby Chadwick
dist Church in Fulton with the back to our office for a week
Rev. H. E. Russell, pastor of- or two.
ficiating.
no true wag &rand
Those enjoying an evening of
The bride vas attractive in dining, and dancing at the Park
idiocy of Col. Dam Rom
a light blue frock with a Terra& restatteant last Thur.
Abe bladed his pulpit
matching hat, and a navy dust- day were Mr. and Mrs. Glen
er. She wore navy accessories Owensby, Mr. and . Mrs. Chas.
lot•Iiiikter plass
and a white orchid corsage.
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jacklist Awes greet meow
Mr. Stephens is a graduate son, Miss June McKinney and
Central
cif
High School at Clin- Mr. Wayne Grisso-.n, Mrs. Chas.
Ala 10., Mae km
ton, and rot the past six years Brown and Mrs. James Camp•Lupo to dee
has been a deputy sheriff bell.
working out of Fulton. Prior
wer-orplauseil
We're glad Frances McColto that he served five years on lum and Nancy Gore are felof Koree—elea
the Fulton City Police Depart- ing much better.
tke World!
ment Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Shelby
Mrs. Stephens was graduated the newly weds were presentfrom Fulton High School and ed with a lovely G E iron and
attended Murray State College. a Mirro Matic cooker by the
She is presently employed as telephone girls last week.
bookkeeper
Bob
White
at
See you next week., Carma
Motor Company here.
Jackson.
Immediately
the
following
wedding ceremony. the couple
left on an unannounced wed&- VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
ing trip.
MEET AT LODGESTON
Upon their return they will
The
-Homemakers
Victory
make their home at 619 Second
Club will meet on Tuesday,
Street, Fulton.
March 19 at the Lodgeston
CINtmaScOP
Mrs. Bethel Clark, daughter Community house.
All members are urged to
se 1•11
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert A.
TE1HNIC01 DR
is kb
became the bride of come and bring the editorial
Trevathan,
efigtedler
Joseph W. Henry. son of Mr. they were supposed to collect
and Mrs. Lee Henry of South for the reading chairman.
The meeting begins at 10.30,
Fulton, Thursday evening at 7,
DON rtgRE AIMA IV&IF1 JOCK MOO .aamsow
at the Cumberland Presbyter- with Mrs. Dean Collier as hostess.
ian Church parsonage here.
The Rev. Oakley Woodside,
Plus — LATEST M. G. M. NEWS EVENTS ! I
pastor, officiated at the doubleDAR GOOD CITIZEN
ring ceremony.
Miss Doris Harris, senior at
South Fulton High school, has
Have you heard? Are you ready? Do you need $100, $50, $15, $10?
been chosen as the DAR good
citizen of the year at the
Five fortunate persons e very week are going to get
school. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Harris of
McConnell, Tenn.

JACK AND JILL SHOP

l.89 yd.
1.49 yd.
1.59 yd.
1.19 yd.
69c yd.
79c yd.
69c yd.
59c yd.

-solids)

ial Ave.

BATTU
HYMN

....MARTHA HYER DAN DURYEA

$200 IN CASH AWARDS
because they traded in Fulton Stores. It's the return of the Fulton Retail Merchant's famous

POT '0 GOLD JACKPOT

10.99

LIST
EN
TO
BING AND BROOKS

GEINTO

ROCK HUDSON

0.99

1t)
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PA IITICIPATING FIR NIS
(un-e Shop
i ham - flutterworth
Rire Men's Wear
Andrews Jewelry Co.
Coleman Service Sta.
Rob's Shell Service
Dotty Shop
K. Hann
Noffel's
nett Flee. and Furniture
Wade Furniture Co.
Western Ante Store
Fry Shoe Store
The Jewel Rex
Exam TV Shop
Kasnow's
Irby's
Fulton Hdwe & Furniture co
Jack and Jill Shop
Wee-Tenn Dept. Store
The Tiny ToceY
Ben Franklin Store
Graham Furniture
The Leader Store
National Store
Gamble's
P. H. Weeks' Sons
City Drug Co.
Bakkridge's
Hall-Wnoten Clothline Co.
Pipelhse Service Station

LOOK

Wood sad Pruitt TV
FOR PLACARDS IN

opr WINDOWS)

FIRST DRAWING THURS,MAR.14
4:30 P. M.
at Lake Street band stand
V.4,01^

AWARDS EVERY THURS THEREAFTER

Fulton — tnion City Biway

Boxoffice opens 6:30 p. m.

GAME TIME 1:30 P. M.
'ON THE AIR' AT 6:05 P. H. THURSDAY

DIRECT FROM
_ LOUISVILLE COURT-SIDE

LISTEN TO THE
WHOLE TOURNAMENT
OVER

(Starts 7:00)

(Starts 7:00)

TARGET ZERO
Richard Conte Peggy Castle
Also
(Starts 9:00)

(Starts 7:00)

LOOK FOR WINDOW PLACARD IN
FULTON STORE WINDOWS

FUTON PIKEVILLE GAME

JUMP INTO HELL
With Jack Sernas
SAT.. MARCH 16

place to be designated.

You must be present to win.

description of the

THE SEA CHASE
John Wayne Lana Turner
Also

for following five weeks, same time;

and will tell you how to get more.

PLAY-BY-PLAY

THURS. — FRI., Mar., 14 — 15
(Starts 9:05)

DRUM BEAT
Alan Ladd Audrey Dalton
SUN. — MON., MAR. 17-18

EACH PARTICIPATING STORE HAS A
FREE TICKET FOR YOU

as they bring you the

New York Confidential
With Broderick Crawford
Also
(Starts 9:00)

MR. ROBERTS
With Henry Fonda
and James Cagney
TUES. - WED. MAR. 19-20
(Starts 7:00)

THE HARDER
THEY FALL
With Humphrey Bogart
And Jan Sterling
Also
(Starts 9:05)

PETE KELLEY'S BLUES
Jack Webb Janet Leigh

•
-AM AND FM THURSDAY MORNING-1:45 A. M.
AFTERNOON - 1:45 P. M.
NIGHT -6:05 P. M.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON - 1:45 P. M.
NIGHT -7:15 P. M.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 11 NOON
NIGHT-6:45 P. M.

APRIL 15 FINAL
DATE FOR FILING
STATE INCOME TAX
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MILLION KENTUCKY CATTLE WILL BE
AFFECTED BY BRUCELLOSIS CAMPAIGN
Kentucky's brucellosis-eradcation program is getting a
lig push this year from state
ind federal authorities, who
save set January 1, 1960 as the
late when it is hoped the dissaw will be under tight con'ml.
Brucellosis is also know as
Bang's disease ,or in humans
to whom it is transmitted, as
indulant fever.
Kentucky has appropriated a
onsiderable sum for the fight;
ibout 1,000,000 cattle in Kentucky breeding herds will be
affected by the drive. About

70 percent of the number are
dairy cattle, the remainder,
beef. In addition, there is an
annual calf crop of about 1,00,000 head.
In 1956, blood tests for presence of brucellosis, were run
on 188,270 animals in Kentucky. Of this number, 5,939 were
reactors; in addition, 37,175
calves were vaccinated.
Ring tests of milk, a special
method of locating brucellosis,
were run last year on 28,217
herds in the state of about
7,533
About
cattle.
336,000
•'suspicious" herds were found.

MI Persons Having
$600 Annual Incense
Must Make Return

April 15 is a date to be
..7ircled on your calendar. That
is the deadline for filing Kentucky individual income tax
returns.
Revenue Commissioner J E.
Luckett today reminded .Kentuckians that every person hav- Save Money
ing a gross annual income of
MO or more is required by
State law to file a return.
Lucketi said the tax forms
and procedure for filing are as
simple and convenient for the
taxpayer as possible.
He reminded taxpayers to
attach to the returns original

ATTENTION CHICK RAISERS
With each

HIGH-QUALITY PARACHUTE SILK is examined by teachers: (1 to r): Mrs.
Charles Burrow, Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, Miss Mary Martin, Coach Charlie Thomas,
IA.-el Paul Durbin and Principal Mansfield Martin of FM.

100 chicks bought from us

after Wednesday Feb.

27 we

will give a

copies of Kentucky withholding ,statements reporting income from wages. Farmers and
:easiness and professional
people, the commissioner said,
are required to submit schedules to verify' income or deductiohs ieported on their returns.
He advised met any tax rewithout spiquired
turn filed
schedules or with}ioldirrg statements is considered incomplete.
If a refund is due on such a
return, it will be.delayed until
appropriate schedules or withholding statements are submitted

heart disease. Your local Heart
Association or the Kentuck)
Association. Speed
Heart
Building. Louisville, can supply
you needed information

—

Shop In Fulton

DEWEY JOHNSON
All types

it Insersao•

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
-cove/lug everything'
340 Bast 14 atnet St.
Plisse 404
Felton. ay.

Woodcock Finishes

FREE

Law Course At UK

An AO
YOU on

Yvy

George W. Woodcock Jr., a
graduate of the Brownsville
High School, recently completed the requirements for a
bachelor of laws degree at the
the • good start on industrial emof
application
Board
University of Kentucky, and
will be eligible to take the many wonderful discoveries of ploy-meat
workers
of
with
Kentucky , B a r
examination medical science has conquered heart disease has been made.
/WINS ia, SUM
many of the dread diseases A number of farsighted induslater this month.
OR WIIITI
which once plagued mankind trial firms are successfully em211111ULAR $1.ss VALIA1
He will receive the degree
public ploying them and have develin
advances
Similar
May 27 at the spring comhealth practices have also help- oped tested methods of selectmencement exercises.
ed control the spread of dis- ion
We are NOW tiATCHINGI Hatches off
which
and
placement
•••• •-•••••
sur so,
ease so that life expectancy in others can follow.
Cheri
the civilized world has been
each Wednesday pullets, cockerels or
aware
Physicians
keenly
are
Go To enuren Sunday
MO Rosy tat
extended my more than 17 that a patient's economic and
lapporIelM•••••••
years in the pest few decades. emotional adjustment to his
ale
straight run.
sow via PSG •••• •••
The resultant increase in the disability are closely related to
1111•10mes
percentage of older people in its medical aspects. And phyo
as,
&ft Is
our population is partly res- sicians agree that their own
elhm.g7:
171•1 TA
impe
ponsible for the increase in greatest satisfaction in a job
ALL THE NEW BURPEES 1957 varieties
•us • sad eiNfersi.
essid t•d•7. (Pimb.
heart disease.
pow abooped wilimms1
well done comes when they
bselleries
The fact that diseases of the know that the patient is reof Seed on hand Bulk or package.
ithaffiar's 5.0
Is
heart and circulation are now stored as nearly as possible to
11.01.1 MY,
the chief cause of death leads economic independence and enelawri the uninformed to fear heart joyable activity.
disease and to consider a diagliteereag Ewa
Medical, social, and governALABAMA FLOUR MILLS
nosis of heart disease as a mental agencies are ready to
Law down riyaser r"•46liteavtrowtoorprt
death
sentence.
and Ras. Terms
help with the problem of proPhone 483
Meal
ri &pH
State Line, across from Browder Mill
two H.* 1.•4•
11405.es IMO Slew
This fear tends to crowd out moting and assisting in emBEN NETT ELECTRIC
facts
-the
of
facts
medical
with
ployment
individuals
of
ulta•
•I13•t•
advances in the conquest of
heart disease, the fact that an
•
•
overwhelming majority of men
and women with heart disease
mane"
live long and useful lives.
The truth about heart disease dispels fear, for the fact
is that many individuals afflicted by the disease can and
do lead normal active lives.
Studies show that workers
with heart disease keep pace
with other employees in work
output. Recently, when workmotorists look to
ers with heart disease were
matched With other workers
the sales leader
on the same type of job in
more than 50 different industo be
tries, they
produced
better
above the other
than 2%
workers en the same job!
The experience of large industries that make selective
placement of
workers with
heart disease supports these
findings.
However, the skills of woe-ors with heart disease are an
100% LIVABILITY from 2 weeks until weaning at 8 weeks of age...
asset to industry only if they
are used. When they are not
or you get paid.
used, the worker himself be FAST GROWTH. You are guaranteed an average litter weight of 42
,.comes a liability to his family
and his community.
pounds per pig when weaned at 8 weeks ... or you get paid.
Employers are concerned
both with the cardiac worker
LOW COST ... You are guaranteed the amount of Dixie Baby Pig
as an additional source of
Creep and Dixie Pig Creep fed from birth to weaning at eight weeks
manpower, and with the worker who develops heart disease
will not exceed 40 pounds average per pig ... or you get paid..
after he has been on the job
for some years. The employer
YO R
FOLLOW THE NEW DIXIE PIG STARTING PROGRAM
has an economic interest in
protecting his investment in
ASSURED ROAD TO PROFITS!
the skills of his employees who
develop heart disease
• Lowers Feed Costs
• Makes Early Weaning Poslible
Industry simply cannot afford to reject cardiacs because
• Increases Weaning Weights • Increases Profits
of unfounded fear. Fortunately,
of (19.
New Di.ie Baby Pig C,, •
fed from for , r wing throtql: 5 iv
trIMINO,
thf• St•CO• r, •i‘r
tok, ••.,ito. •
but),
,
•Jr•(.1110nr4 r
• • tit S of tr T.
t•
l'seeN f),,ie Pei Cr, •
5th WPfrir It; l•
FOR THE

25-1.11. RAS OF

Browiler's Mask

PULTON HATCHERY

Cel.

PIG STARTING
PROGRAM

r vni
i

GUARANTEED
1

2
3

YEEDIER PIGS

USED

SAVE MONEY

Our Dixie Mill-on-Wheels will

To merit your continued confidence, we werefirst
to meet the challenge ofchanges in engine design,
and offer Southern motorists a third and Ace,
quality gasoline—designed to get fun power, top
mileage and best performance from today's
higher-compression engines.... The response to
Surma CRowN P.XTRA has been immediate—Doe
only from owners of new higher-compression
cars, but from owners of older cars as well....
One of our three popular gasolines—(wt,
Cnowri EXTRA or SUPER CROWN Errs). is best
for yose car. Only yon—by use—can tell which.

IN GOOD

ovorything to gain and nothing to lose... You either make the guaranteed
gains on the amount of feed specified without loss of animals or you get paid.

FURNITURE

come right on your

SEE

farm, grind your grains and mix your poultry and
4
livestock feed

to tried-and-proven

Come in or phone

Dixie formulas.

EXCHANGE

for complete information!

DIXIE MOBILE MILLINGFulton,
CO.
Line

FURNITURE CO.

STANDAR. OIL COMPANY
207

CHURCH

Phone 808

PHONE 35
.0..'
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...confident our products set the pace in Progr_e_ss
Performance and Protection

BEST

For the hog man who raises feeder pigs to sell, and whose interest is in strong, healthy,
uniform pigs and not th• top weight, New DIXIE PIG CREEP may be creep fed from
farrowing to weaning.
See us for complete details of GUARANTEED Dixie Starting Reeds ... you have

SAVE TIME

uf I

first with
best...
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Try hi nth of SUPER CROWN
1111TtA. Then decide whether the
iniprored performance and mileage is
worth the small extra cost to you.
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AIM ,pent F;-iday in Paducah.
been ill but is better.
man and Ronald, Mr and Mrs. ,
Algir Slay is still confined to
• MIDDLE ROAD
Mrs. 0. T. Taylor and Joyce •FULTON ROUTE 5 I Jimmy Clement and Mr and • PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Murphy Parker of near his bed after several weeks
Kra. Jeff *wrists • visited Mrs. IA. A. McGuire
Mrs.'
Brooks
Oliver
Mrs. Brooks Oliver •
and Johnny
Mrs. Charles Lowe 0. Harris was a guest of Mrs. Illness. He isn't doing so well
Friday night while Mr. Mcattended the basketball game ans•wmoswwwwwwswwww.-. Christine Pierce one day last the last few days.
to
wefit
Taylor
and
Guire
Mr.
Thursday night supper guests
Mrs. John Smith and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Parrish at Murray Saturday night.
We extend sympathy to the week.
Miss Ann Harbeak of Mem- Bud Stem spent last Monday
of Mr. and Mrs. George Black Paris on business Bro. Lewis spent the day with Mr. ParMr. and Mrs. Walter Permet- DeMyer family in the death of
were Mr. and Mrs. James accompanied them.
rish's mother, Mrs. W. A. Par- er had the time of their lives father and brother, Urban De-- phis spent the weekend with in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks, rish of Union
Black and Mrs. Ray Ebert and
Mrs. Almus Polsgrove spent
City, Wednesday. this week-end. T/Sgt. Freddie Myer, who passed away Minn Miss Helen Rogers at the home
LaDonna and Lee were SunMrs. Mattie Tuesday with her sister, Mrs.
Billy of Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Roy Watts was h9stess Towles, Mrs. Towles and son day morning, March the 11th, of her mother,
daughter,
their
guests
of
day
Bill Slakemore near Union
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison
to a Stanley party Friday af- pent the weekend with them in the I. C. Hospital in Chi- Rogers.
and Mr. and Mrs. George Black Mrs. Bill Joe Herndon and ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and City.
and all they can talk of now cago after a lengthy illness.
of
family
Mayfield.
and Telitha and
Mr Lewis
Mrs. C. E. Lowe
Judy Muzaall, daughter of is Joseph Connelly He is cer- His body arrived in Fulton Jane and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crit- Mr. and Mr. Harold Muzzall, thinly something to talk about,
Davis visited Thursday with
BOONE AT MAYSVILLE
Tuesday afternoon on train :pent Sunday in Dyer, Tenn.
ton
Mr. and Mrs. R. L Drysdale of tenden and girls of Manley- was very ill last week, due to as he is a fine buy.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Copeland
In 1786, Daniel Boone and
25 and was carriid to his home
in
the
night
spent
Friday
vile
Sedalia, Ky.
a poison spider bite.
They were als) very much in Obion, Tenn. Funeral ser- of Mayfield spent a few hours his wife operated a tavern at
The Rev. and Mrs. L. G. Roy Emerson home. Mr. and
here Saturday with her sister, Maysville for three years. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Permet- pleased when Mr. and
Mrs. vices were held Wenesday afScott visited
Mrs. Jack Lowe. Mr. Copeland floone conducted the hostelry,
Thursday night Mrs. Emerson, Mrs. •Crittenden, er were all day visitors of Mr. Lindsey BeasT.N and sie
ternoon
at
3
o'clock
and
burial
from
with Mr. and Mrs. A. L Cox Susan and Nan Lou visited the and Mrs. Dean Terrell Friday.
has
been ,employed in Mobile. while Daniel hunted, trapped
in
the
family
lot
in
Fulton.
Harold Carr's of Lone Oak Satand family.
Mrs. Nolan Williams is im- Covineton visited them SaturAla., bur is being transferred and traded up and down the
King
Funeral
Directors
day.
of
Mr.
was
Mr.
PerBeasley
Sunday.
night
urday
and
proving
very slowly.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Thorn of
Ohio River.
()Sion was in chi rare of ar- to Dunne°, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor
Miss Sherri! Jones, daughter meter's roommate in the ho,
Lynville, Ky., visited Thursday
rangements.
Mr.
DeMyer's
wife
Mr.
41111111111111111111111111•Mmemsme
of
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agnasmir
were
last
pital
surrmer
and the
of Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones
with Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Davis. and
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bolton and Mrs. Ernest CoVharp and is very busy these days pre- Besiley family were of much dicd:
afternoon.
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durparing
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marriage
and
Charles Hubert visited
Mr. and Mrs. John Hal' rp.,Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland Thoma Reams, son of Mr. and ;r hi.1 long stay there.
Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
wer
Mr. arid Mrs. Guy Finch and Myer of Lansing. Ma
George Black and Telitha and of Lynn Grove called on his Mrs. H. E. Reams.
This
community
dad and sister, Mr. W. L Rowis
very tam'!" se.ait Saturday visiting here to attend hi; hr •ther'
Betty Ebert.
funeral. Also relatives In in St
offers
Miss Emma Lou Cox spent land and Allie Sunday. Allie is much basketball minded these Mrs Finch's narents, Mr. and
days, with the South Fulton Mrs. W. A. Wallace in Hornthe week end with Mr. and sick with a bad sore throat.
Little
Miss
Bretuiv .McDanisl
Mrs. Harry Yates visited in girls and the FulSon High boys beck. Their Sunday visitors
1. Funeral Services in all price ranges to fit all
Mrs. Austin Stroud and family.
had her tonAls
remay •'
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips Fulton last week as guest of winning as they are, its no were Mrs. Ruth Finch and Mrs.
financlal circumstances
Haws Clinic Monday morning.
-.
visited Friday with Mr. and her sister, Mrs. Maude Crit- wonder. We sure hope the girls Errma Edwards.
win tonight at Milan and that
tenden.
Mrs. Jeff Harrison.
2. Full Credit on Tenn. Burial Policies.
Mr ard Mr: B'-oohs r-i• •
Miss T inda.,Ro,-en;
Mrs. Tolsie Webb visited her the boys win in
Louisville. attended the Weekley Ceunt-- nicely since a recent onaratior
Mrs. Hufford Shell
visited
TELEPHONE 88
P. T. A. council rneetir
Saturday afternoon with Mrs. aunt, Mrs. Myrtle Wilson of Best of luck to you all.
408 EDDINGS ST.
last week at Haws Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. trendall Coif- Sharon Monday night.
Martin over the week end.
Lewis Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. William ,Long
Mesdames
Lela Casey and
Little Millie Black spent
were Saturday
Saturday night with Mr. and Cassie Taylor
afternoon guests of Mrs. Addie
Mrs. James Blank.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Bynum Casey and family
and
Sunday
Gloria eisited
afternoon with Me and Mn
Jeff Harrison.'
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Stroud •CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey V*nein •
and family visited Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde EtheL Cox and family.
Mr. and Mrs. George Black ridge from Kansas City, Mo.,
and Telitha and Betty Ebert visited his sister Mrs. Em Grifrelatives last
visited Sunday with Mr. and fin and other
weekend.
Mrs. James Black.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Toone
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Davis
children from
Chicago
and family visited Sunday with and
spent the weekend with Mr
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Bolton and Mrs. Willie Harwood.
Raymond Wall. George Mac
Charles Hubert visited
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Sunday with relatives an Mar- Terrell, Harvey Vaughan and
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visited Sunday night with Mr. Graves and children at Shell•
No. 3
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and Mrs. Charles Bolton and byville. Tenn. last week. The
VALUES
VALUES
Up 7o
Up To $239
Graves have recently moved
Charles Hubert.
Up To $298
to Shelbyville from Pulaski,
Tenn. Mr. Graves has bought
an interest in the International
• DUKEDOM RT. 2 dealership there after being
Mrs. Joyce Taylor • employed as a fleldman for
this company for the past sevWe had plenty of frost and eral years.
ice one morning last week.
Bro. McCutcheons from
making us realize winter isn't Booneville, Miss., has
been
over yet.
chosen for the regular preacher
Most of the sick in our vic- at Sandy Branch.
inity
are
better
although
J. C. McMillion is a prtient
there's a lot of colds.
at the Haws Hospital.
The Chestnut- Glade
Home
Mesdames
Idlene
Emerson
and Cassie Taylor
.called to see Demonstration Club will meet
Mrs. Fred Steele Monday af- at the home of Mrs. L. F.
$20 Down
ternoon. Other visitors were Burke for the regular meeting,
$15 Down
Mr. end Mrs. Jim Mitchell. March 21 at I p. m. Visitors
Let:LI VEMS
DELIVERS
Mesdames Edna Wigyoner, Mae are invited.
DELIVERS
Years Greatest
Taylor. Ruth Crittenden and
Mrs. Jennie Jones who has
Miss Allie Rowland.
been a patient at the Campbell
Mrs. Bill Matthews is enjoy- Clinic in Memphis for the past
thy visiting with
her sister two weeks was brought to the
Sale!
from Detroit this week.
Jones Hospital of Fulton last
Mr. and Mrs. T. C House lareek. She is improving as well
were guests of their daughter. as could be expected.
Mrs. Roscoe Williams one day
L.
last week. Mrs. Williams has Save Money — Shop In Fulton
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The Boss Raised The Roof!
"To Much Stock" Says He
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21' overall diagonal picture tube. 262 sq.
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Zenith EXTRA Fraturrs woo EXTRA Performance owl Enjoyment
Casa

ROPER TV SERVICE
306 Main St.
•
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•

Phone 307

"TRADE with W ADE ant: SAVE"
112 LAKE STREET

FULT ON, KY.

PHONE 103

Basketball Teams Win Regional Titles
And the Community Earns a Distinction!
The twin cities of Fulton and
South Fulton are gay this week,
and why not. .. the South Fulton
girls basketball team has come
through with the regional championship after a hard, uphill
battle with some hard-driving
competitors, climaxed in a sweet
victory over arch-rival Horn}u-ak
last Friday evening . . . and the
Fulton High School boys have
battled their way through fierce
competition to reap a happy reward as champions of their region
too.
What your age is, makes no difference; just as long as you are
young-in-heart you are a part of
the jubilant feeling this week that
radiates all over Fulton and South
Fulton, proud to be at the focal
Point of the sports worlds of West

Tennessee and West Kentucky.
All eyes, of course, are on both
teams as they attempt to gain
greater laurels this week, but
whether they do or don't, a beautiful trophy rests i12 their respe%
tive show cases that will be admired and be an inspiration to successive teams for years to come.
Our hearty congratulations to
Coach Parr and his South Fulton
Red Angels, and to Coach Thomas
of Fulton and his battling Bulldogs. Between the two of you, you
have accomplished something
which, of all other communities
in Kentucky, could possibly belong only to Fulton: the distinction of a community winning two
regional championships -at the
time.

Amen, Brother! Now who will do the job?
Qirectors of the Hickman
Chamber of Commerce have proposed that the city of Hickman
consider hiring a city manager.
The proposal was advanced by
Walter Austin who told the maytir
and members of the city council
of the plan previously discussed
at the last meeting of the Chamber.
Austin spoke of the small salary
and tremendous responsibility attached to the mayor's office in
Hickman. Speaking for the chamber, he said that it would be easier
to find a candidate for the thankless and nominally-paid job of

mayor in the event that the city
hired a manager to take over the
major burdens of the office.
The same idea, complete with
the same arguments, has been advanced for Fulton. The argument
has been well received; two civic
clubs indicated their endorsement
of it, but the talk has seemingly
died at this stage.
The hitch, it seems, is getting
candidates interested in running
under conditions as they are now,
and then making the change themselves.
In other words, who'll bell the
cat? ?

As the Paramount management invites this risk, just to rake in the
money at the box office, it would seem
fitting if the idiots tore the building
completely apart.
Let's not abandon hope. Maybe
they'll come back and finish the job-.
—Irish-American

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

When Did Lent Start?
By Robert L. Reynolds,
Managing Editor of "Jubilee"
"WHAT ARE you giving up for
Lent?" is a question that has been ashed in many different tongues for over
nineteen hundred years.
The practice of imitating Christ's
forty-days fast in the desert — in
memory of Christ's passion and death
and in preparation for Easter — built
up gradually from the time of the
Apostles.
THE DOCUMENTS that remain to
us from the earliest Christian times
suggest, however, that the observance
of Lent as we know it, was not universal in Christendom until about the
fourth century.
Athanasius, the Bishop of Alexandria in Egypt, journeyed through
Western Europe in those early days.
He noted — apparently with some
surprise — that the forty-day Lent
was observed everywhere.
WRITING BACK to his clergy in
Alexandria in 339, he urged them to
"proclaim the fast of forty days to the
brethren, and persuade them to feet:
to the end that while all the world is
fasting, we who are in Egypt should
not become a laughing-stork as the
only people who do not fast."
In the Middle Ages, the "truce of
God" spoiled during Lent,-so that no
wars were fought during this season.
Armies interrupted their campaigns,
law courts were closed, and hunting
was forbidden.
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THE CUSTOM of fasti,ng goes back
many centuries before the Christian
era, but its religious purpose always
remained the same. "Fasting," wrote
Saint John Chrysostom in the fifth
century, "brings the body under and
bridles its ill-regulated desires. It renders the soul also more clear and
bright."
It was the habit of the Jews to eat
only one meal on fasting days, and not
to take that until sunset. On the days
of Lent the early Christians adopted
the same practice, keeping thus the socalled "black fast."
DESPITE ITS SEVERITY, the early
Christians considered fasting to be of
little merit unless the faithful also performed works of mercy and entered
into' the spirit of Lent by seeking to
come closer to God. "Little is gained
if the substance of the body is diminished, but the strength of the soul is
not increased."
Lenten practices of 1957 are different from the practices of the year 399
— but the need for Lent has been the
same throughout the centuries. The
history of Lent 1957 will be written by
us in our response to Christ's call: "If
anyone wishes to come after me, let
him deny himself."
There are different kinds of selflove. As an instinct, it is desirable and
important. As a modification of true
benevolence, it is commendable. But as
an idolatrous affection, it is censurable.
—Charles Simmons
The greatest of all flatterers is selflove.
—Rochefoucauld
He that falls in love with himself
will have no rivals.
—Benjamin Franklin
Self-love ia often rather arrogant
than blind: it does not hide our faults
from ourselves, but persuades us that
they escape the notice of others.
—Samuel Johnson

PalfalrIn't

"Mr. North, isn't there more you can add to my homework?
I don't think there's enough here to get out of doing the
dishes tonight1"

Kentucky

Windage

BY F.

W.

'West with the Best takes
the test" ... or "West With the
Best takes a Rest": Al West
one-time azuipuricer at WFUL
and for the past year an an
over WKYB in Paducah and apparently more recently a promoter of "Rockand-Roll" dances in Paducah,
landed in the clink over last
weekend
as Paducah
police
took a dim view of hig teenage pickets around ',71ty Hall
who sought a continuance of
the rock-and-roll dances in
Paducah, promoted laY West
They had been stopped by a
COP.

They Asked For It
Several thousand young idiots,
loosely described in the news reports
as teen-age "rock 'n roll" fans, rioted
in and around the Paramount Theatre
in Nev.- York last week.
Unfortunately, it appears that damage to the theatre itself was only,
minor.

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

You may remember Al as
the guy who loved the tonguetwisting slogans self-applied to
his radio programs: he was the
"choice voice", the "West with
the Best", with the "tops of
the pops". Sure he didn't
figure on being a mug in the
jug.

Otme.
'em put powder on it"
Each week we receive from
the Department of Public relations of the State of Kentucky a whale of a wad of publicity material that it must have
taken someone quite a bit of
time to assemble, print and
mail. I often wonder what percentage of it is used by the
papers that get it. We usually
are obliged to throw it all away since it is not localized
and goodness knows we seldom
have room for all of our local
copy.
So while the Dept. of Publicity cusses the Courier-Journal and the Sun-Democrat, the
Last laugh may be on the Dept;
most of the stuff they would
like to have us print will be
read by you in one of these
two papers or not at all. They
may have room for it; Me
don't

10.00 U. N. In Action
10:30 Camera Three
11:00 Let's Take A Trip
11:30 Wild Bill Hickok
12:00 Heckle & Jeckle
12:30 What One Person Cal
Do
1:00 This Is Your Music
1:30 The Last Word
2:00 Pace The Nation
2:30 World News Roundup
3:00 Odyssey
4:00 Mama
4:30 Frontier
5:00 Telephone Time
5:30 Air Power
6:00 Stage Seven
8:30 Private Secretary
700 Ed Sullivan
8:00 G. E. Theatre 8:30 Hitchock Presents
900 $64,000 Challenge
9.30 My Little Margie
10:00 Chev Show
11 .00 News & Weather
7:00
7-55
8:60
9:00
930
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
13:10
1Z30
100
130
2:50
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
500
5:30
5:40
555
6:00
6.05
8 15
630
- 7:00
7:30
800
8•30
900
9.30
10(X)
10:30
11:00
1130
7 oo
7.25
7 30
7:55
8:00
9:00
930

Monday
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day-Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cowboy Corral
Wild Bill Hickok
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
Burns & Allen
Talent Scouts
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Sheriff of Cochise
Jane Wyman
State Trooper
Loretta Young Show
Ray Milland Show
News & Weather
Tuesday
Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry 'Moore. Show
Godfrey Time

C'o'd

Home & Market
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooke
This Is Your Music
House Party
The Rig Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cowboy Corral
Superman
Harteons
Looney Tunes
Runny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Name That Tune
Phil Silvers
The Brothers
To Tell The Truth
Red Skelton Show
$64.000 Question
Trust Your Wife
Star Showcase
Ford Show
People Are Funny
News & Weather
Wednesday
7:00 Good Morning
7:55 Today's Weather
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
9:00 Garry Moore Show
9:30 Morning Meditation
9:45 Gedfrey Time
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love Of Life
11:30 Search For l'ornorru
1145 Guiding Light
12:00 Walter Cronkite News
12:10 Stand Up Be Coanted
1230 As The World Tu re s
1:00 Our Miss Brook'
1:30 'fltis Is Your Music
1 45 House Party
2:00 Th. Big Payoff
230 Bob Crosby Show
3.00 Brighter Day
315 Secret Storm
3:10 Edge Of Night
4:00 Cartoon Capers
4:15 Cowboy Corral
5:30 Cisco Kid
6:00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watch,Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
630' Giant Step
7:00 Godfrey Show
8-00 The Millionaire
8.30 I've Got A Secret
900 2..ah Century Fox Hour
1000 Mr. District Attorney
t0:30 Treasure Hunt
11700 This Is Your Music
11:30 News & Weather

10:00
10:15
10:30
1100
11:15
11:30
11:45
2:00
11:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
1:46
1:00
3:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
5:00
5:30
540
5:55
6:00
605
6.15
6-30
7:00
7.30
8.00
8 30
900
930
10:00
10:30
11:00
1130

So called "Rock and Roll"
FROZEN NIAGARA
Now this ain't for sore, but
southeast of the main •ntrance
music for dancing is gradually
that when a truck The-Froyeri NisgarsAcwirratios- Frozen Niagara. 75 feet-tagØi.
on the skids for the kids. it -they tell me
is a man-made opening of Li deposit of onyx bearing a
least around these parts. These loaded with 17,000 pounds of
8,000 quarts)
Mammoth Cave. cut in 1924. striking
resemblance
to
a
particular type dances, accord- rum (that's about
at a point of about 3.5 miles waterfall.
ing to Strata Club and VFW -turned .. over in Fulton last
Wednesday evening, there wasin
Union City have often
n't much of it around by the
proven to be brawls and both
time salvage onerations got ofhave banned any more of 'em
as such. A little of the music ficially started. One unofficial
during the evening, ok, but no observer said that the unofficial part of the salvage operamore steady three-hour diets!
tions got underway immediately with all kinds of unofficial
Neighbor: "I hear you have
Relief From Pain Due To All
a new baby at your house, assistance.
Aspirin sales should have
Bobbie. Is it a boy or girl?"
Rheumatic Affections, or Your
Bobbie (disgustedly): "Avr I
been pretty good over the
Money Back. Ask For
guess it must be a girl. I saw
weekend.

ARTHRITIS?

KFVS _CHANNEL 12
March 14 — March IS
Thursday
7:00 Good Morning
7:55 Today's Weather
800 Captain Kangaroo
9'0 Garry Moore Show
9:30 Godfrey Time
10:00 Godfrey Time
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love Of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 Guiding Light
12:00 Walter Cronkite
12:10 Stand Up Be Counted
12:30 Am The World Turns
1:00 Our Miss Brooks
1:30 House Party
1:45 House 'Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2.30 Bob Crosby Show
300 Briehter Day
3:15 Secret Storm
3:30 Edge of Night
4:00 Cartoon Capers
4:15 Cowboy Corral
5:30 Sky King
13.00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
6:30 I Led Three Lives
7:00 Waterfront
7:30 Shower of Stars
8:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Highway Patrol
1 0:30 Action Theatre
11:00 Heart of the City .
11:30 News & Weather
7.00
7:25
7:30
7:55
8:00
9:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
1200
12:10
12:30

Friday
Goo! Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns

1:00
1:30
1:45
200
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:30
5.40
5:55
600
• 6:05
615
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8-30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Our Miss Brooks
Industry On Parade
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
West Point
Zane Grey Theatre
Mr. Adams & Eve
Federal Men
The Lineup
Person To Person
Dr. Hudson's Journal
77th Bengal Lancers
This Is Your Life
News & Weather

8:30
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
1:00
3:30
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:30
800
8:30
9.00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:45

Saturday
Captain Kangaroo
Fury
Winky Dink dr You
Mr. Wizard
Big Top
Western Roundup
N.-I.-T. (B'ball)
Bowling Time
Life Of Riley
Blondie
Famous Playhouse
Vincent Lopez Show
Soldiers of Fortune
Jackie Gleason)
Oh, Susanna
Hey Jeannie
Gunarnoke
You're On Your Own
Your Hit Parade
Jim Bowie
Georea Gobel
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather

8.15
8:30
9:00
9:30

Sunday
Man To Man
This Is The Life
Lamp Unto My Feet
Look Up And Liee

SALISAN
AT

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Lake Street

Phones 70, 428

Fulton

Mrs, Eleanor Rows/welt acclaims new HEARING MIRACLE .

"IT HERALDS A NEW DAY
FOR THE

HARD OF HEARING!"

people *lily knew what a revelation and •ley
LtBTTNitit is, they *mild net for • moment
Imitate to wear one. This le the firm hearing
aid
that exactly tits my needs se I can take it off and
pit it on as I need It. I jest didn't realise • hearfait aid Gould be as good as thief"
amazing HEARING invention that defies
detection

...the Otarion Listenar°1
tes the greatest atop forward of the century! Twenty-flee

to perfect...two seconds to put on ... nothing to hide.
ords, no ear buttons, no ear mold To get the complete
U7,just wend the coupon.

Mr:l

rhe Otariln 11,1,tener 517 Ken tacky Ase., Paducah,
Ky.
IV I th.pt egal or obligation. pious amid

factual titanium.
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PATRICIA LATANE
row

ited

MeTINIChA
LATANE
answers
have faith in you.
no questions In person. Address' all time, and
Thank you,
communications to
h•r c/o TH
NEWS and
watch for answer In
E. M.
column.
Quietisms reg•rdIng
medicine, health can best be an. Dear E. M.
towered
by
your physician; gees. ' Your husband
took the
tions regarding handling of mon•y
or Investment* can beet be anew. money. No your husband will
*red by your hanker
THE NEWS not hire out at public work.
provides this ogiurrin purely as •
public forum and does not accept But he will work on the farm.
any responsibility for the answers
offered, •Itheugh
In
many
cabs'
th•y
have
proved
sixtremilly
as.'
Pat Latane,
curate.)

Wait Awhile, Please!

ether

V

!TOW'

rews

sited
'urns
sic

rather

Hour
ley

•

Mall to Patricia Latene has
now reached such proportions
that no more letters can be
receivd until at least April 15,
so please do not write before
then. since no additional eoninunications can
possibly
be
answered. Those
who
have
written. please be patient; Patricia bas almost a hundred bribers to answer and will try to
get to everyone.

I have never written you but
wot,ild like to ask you a few
questions please. Who put the
poisoned meat in my yard?
Why? Will my mother-in-law
come and- live with us or go
to someone else?
C. W.
Dear C. W.
The man living straight behind you is the one who put
the meat in your yard; your
dog is worrying him, howling
at nite. No, your mother-inlaw will go to Texas to live
with a son out there and you
won't be bothered with her.
—P. L

Dear Pat,
Pleat* answer these questions for me.
Dear Ass Catane,
I lost my billfold, it was reWill you be kind enough to
turned, but the money was answer the following questions
gone. Who took it?
for me: Will my husband ever
find out somethings I didn't
My mother also lost her
money sometime ago, what be- tell him? If he should ever
find out what would he do?
came of it? Will "my husband
Does he love me? Does he go
get a job soon? Where?
with anyone?
- P. S. I read your letters all
MR.
Dear M. R.
Yes he will find out about
the child, in fact he already
knows about it and where it is
and all about it; he didn't
marry your past, he married
you; he loves you very much
and he doesn't think about
other women. I suggest you sit
down to tell him and when
you do he will tell you he
already knows about it He is
waiting to see how long it will
be before you tell him The
sooner you tell hirn the sooner
you will have your daughter
with you. However you did
wrong by marrying him without telling him; if he wasn't
such a fine person he would
kick you out fur starting a
marriages. on false grounds.

Exchange
l'hon, e .5

trance
high "ing a
to
a

have to make any changes?
If so what?
B. M.
Dear B. M.
Yes you will get the job;
you will get word on the 13th
of March that you have been
awarded this position. But you
will not take over until the
lit of April. Yes, you will be
pleased with it and will go
good. Yes you will have to
make some changes: one thing,
you will have to move to another state; you will sell your
home here. You will be away
from home a lot.

Dear Patricia,
I know a vers.; nice na#n, and
he has been nice to me. Will
this man mean anything, in my
life, in the future?
Sincerely,
J. H. •
Dear J. H.
This man can't mean anything to you as he is married.
however I don't think
you
know it but he is, and has
three children.
Dear Miss Latane,
I've lost $10.00. Will you
please tell me what went with
it? Did I give it in change.
through mistake? If anyone got
it, what was their first initial?
Thank you,
M. S. K.
Dear M. S. K.
You gave it to a young man
for a dollar bill, this young
man's initial is W.

Dear Pat,
I enjoy your column very
much and would like for you
to answer a few questions for
me.
Will I go up North this summer? If so, when? And will
I find a job? If so, what kind
of a job will it be? I have
been going with this certain
boy for quite a while. What
will become of us?
We have a book here, but
it isn't ours. Please give the
initials of the owner. Where
did I put my facial brush'.
Yours,
MM.
Dear M. M.
No you will not go North
this summer. There will be
nothing to happen to you and
the boy friend except quit
which you will do yourself in
when you meet this .other
June
Furniture CO. Dear Miss Latane.
boy, whose first name begins
Will the job I want go thru? with a W. and who you will
Church SE.
If so when? Will I like it' Will fall madly in love with, and
who you will marry in September. The book belorgs to
a ladr. on-e' 'of --her initials
U. Your facial brush is in a
drawer in your room.

tune. Yes you will have more house this
Spring' Will we
children; a set of twins the move away from here?
later part of 1958. Your brothPlease answer as this is my
er is in Lansing. Mich. No, pe first time to write you.
is not married. No, you will
Thank you,
not take a trip this suntmer.
E. I. T.
Dear L I. T.
Dear Patricia,
The
handle to your stove
Will the lady now living in went
out of the house in a
toy rooms, move? U so, will I pan of ashes; if
YOU will go out
get another good renter?
and look you will find it. Yes
Thanks,
you will Ket water about the
W. H.
middle of the summer. No, you
Dear W. H.
will not move.
Yes the lady will mov:. and
your rooms will remain vacant Dear Patricia Latane,
for about 10 days before you
Read
ytur
column
each
rent them, but you will like week. I would appreciate your
the new tenant as well as the answers to
questions.
these
one you are losing.
Thank you.
Will I ever leave Fulton to
Miss Latane,
make my home in a warmer
I reed your column every climate such as Florida or
week, and I like it very much. California, or where?
I would like for you to anI'm lonely hearted, not ton.
swer some questions for us.
good, and without a job Will
Some-one broke in my hus- ma tters in these respects
band's
ha'ro at
shop.
They change for me?
went in through the back door,
Will I :starry?
Initials of
and jammed the lock.
man, and where?
Will I ever be in a position
They took a pistol out of
the desk drawn! I don't know again to make life easier for
if they got any thing else or my mother?
not, but they were looking for
Sincerely,
money.
H. E. A
This is twice they've done Dear H. E. A.
that. They got some change
I do not see any change for
the first time.
you in the near future howPut it in this weeks paper, ever I do see your meeting
if you can.
with a man who owns proThal* You,
perty in Texas and where you
A. J. W.
and your Mother will go to
Dear A. J. W.
live. This man has three iniThis is being done by the tials but I can only tell you
man who hangs around your two of them, R. J. After your
shop so much. Your husband marriage to this man the latter
knows him well.
part of this year life will be
easier for you and your MothDear Patricia Latane,
er.
Glad you are back with the
News. I enjoy your page, very Dear Pat,
much. Will you please answer
Please answer these ques
some questions for me?
tions for me.
The handle that shakes the
Will my husband go to work
grates in our warm morning soon? If so, where, and when?
heater, disappeared about When will my baby be cured?
Christmas. Where can it be?
Will I do any good with the
Will we get water in our course I am taking, and will I
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ever make any money at it?
If my husband goes to work
soon, will it be., a steady job?
Thank you,
M. A.
Dear M A..
No it will be about 60 days
before your husband goes to
work and it will be farming.
Your baby will be completely
cured in July 1957. No you will
never do any good with the
course you are taking. Yes,
your husband can have regular
work if he will work in place
of standing around.

Dar A. L. M
•
No she will not find the
glasses as they
have
been
thrown away. The ring wa:
taken by a young lady m the
same house. This young lady
has the ring, however it ha:,
Dear Miss Latane,
My cousin, in moving from been put in a different mountone place to another, lost her

GET YOURS NOW!

3-Cotat RaddiOt..
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PLASHES RED, GRUPE
OR WHITE REakial
REGULAR $1.50 VALUU

To oat wow I-•••••
Eoht, cm the Chefs Net
/rem say pecking' of weeMittel Maittwes hot Flow
et tioverlhol U.S.?. bast
Cent Meet sad seed with
INte seek to Web*"
Beek Dep. 20, V. 0. Sea
2154 Obvisingheak Ata.
Se sere to print your
IMMO died oddness. Saw/
teeny. liteshIlight shipeed
without heterrlies
Esibey kietfor's See every
doyl

Moomfooloron se
Itod Me hogs

Now what you're bossing when you put this Buick
CENTURY through its paces?
A big and substantial automobile—sure.
traveler
tledr et
:
that
.
kwit a brand-new
rrec
body with full Buick roominess—correct.
But most of all, you're holding rein on action plus.
How come? Because we put most of our hard-cash
millions into performance.
So here you toe-touch the 300H.E might of a brand-new
engine.
You smooth along Me skis on snow with the brand-new
action of a Variable Pitch Dynaflows that's literally
instant in response.
You corner, steer, brake Me never before.
One tryout in a new Buick will tell you for sure: this
is thleo dreadmcar
handsomehi
of t year
Prices start at a level just a few dollars more than a
smaller car—so man or woman—see your Buick dealer
today!
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ICE CREAM
By

PURE MILK Co.
STYLED TO FIT ANY OCCASEON
She's the perfect hostess ... Why? She
knows ell her guests will eeley e dish of
donde,' (year some) Butter Car-e-eeel ice
Cream.
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BUTTER CAR-A-MEL ICE CREAM
At the slim of the

1

dealer Nearby.

GRAHAM
FURNITURE(0
Walnut

St.

Phone 185

5ciK

only

Dear Pat.
I read your letters every
week, and rally enjoy them.
Would like for you to answer
some questions for me.
Will we get another car this
year? Will my husband get a
job soon? If so, where? Will
it be a good job'
Will I ever have anymore
children? Where is my broth-'
er? Is he married? Will we
take a trip this summer'
Thank you,
B. M.
Dear B. M.
No you will not get another
car this year; no your husband
will be out of work for some
time however he will pick up
a day or two here and there
but no steady work for some

4

glasses. Will she find them? If
so, where?
My sister had a diamond
ring stolen. Did the man working for her take it or the
couple who lived in her apartment? Where is the ring now?
Thank you,
A. L. M.

114tmes DM Coe Mid
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LETTERS TO
HIE EDITOR
ME NEWS welcome" mynasslam from as readimo. Mask
It
mut be sigma/ bet
name will be emeneinaill Erma
pobliesties If togas/at

much happiness as he will out
of some remembrances from
his old Kentucky home. This
is one of those times that a
3-cent stamp is worth a million
dollars!)

Fulton Wins(Continued from Page One)

ment team, which also included Ricks and Hall of North
Editors, THE NEWS:
Marshall, Clark of Tilghman,
Hello Folks, would you print Farmer of Ballard Memorial,
this article in your paper?
Marshall,
Wilkins of South
Mr. A. B. Murchison, a form- Barnhill of Lowes and Barriger Fultonian, will celebrate his er, Cunningham.
75th
birthday on
Saturday
March 16th and he is in poor
health so would some of his South Fulton
old friends send him cards and
greetings for the affair' They (Continued from Page one)
would all be much appreciated pass the' ball back out. Friday
by his daughter and son-in- night there was no stopping
law.
her as she hooked in 45 big
His address is:
counters.
Mrs. A. B. Murchison
By the end of the first period
14319 Tacoma
she had netted 14 points and
Detroit, 5, Michigan
she never let up. When it was
Thanks a lot! - - -RWM, De- obvious that this was
her
troit.
night," Janice
Vincent
and
• • •
concentrated on
Nina Elliott
(Ed's Note How about it, working the ball into her and
folks. . . in the whole city of that hard-to-guard hook was
Detroit he couldn't find as almost always a sure hit. Carlene hooked in all 18 of South
Fulton's points in the third
ROW' C hristian
ouarter. She played a tremeildScience Heals;
aus game and really came into
"NO POWER APART
her own just as her high school
FROM GOD"
basketball career came to an
WFUL (1270 Ke.) Sunday 9:15 end.
....••••••••"
In top form was South Ful.•••••••••••••
1111.1.1111P
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REFRIGERATION
and
For The Best In
APPLIANCE
APPLIANCE
SMALL
REPAIR
-CALL 559

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commercial Ave.
(Next to News Office)
24 Hour Service

ton's Janice Vincent, who ended her game with 20 points.
Vincent and Nina Elliott made
accurate passes to Carlene that
were just out of the reach of
Hornbeak's Katie Voss and
Kendall sank them one after
another. During the last period
South Fulton slowed down the
play and Kendall came out on
the floor to help work the ball.
Vincent
period
During this
stacked in the points as she
broke free and went in for crip
shots to bag 11 points.

Vaughn Brothers(Continued from Page One)
Fulton Hospital; the former
remains at the local hospital.
All three suffered skull fractures and internal Injuries.
All are sons of Mr and Mrs.
Wingo,
Vaughn
of
Bernice
Route 2.
youths
The other injured
were listed as:
Gene Prince, 17, Pryorsburg;
Tex Gibson, 20, Wing(); James
Clovis Fowler, 19, Wingo; Robert Foster Wright, 16. Wingo,
Route 2, and Waburn Crittenden, Wingo, Route 2, who was
listed as driver of the car containing the youtos. They were
Hospital,
to
Fulton
carried
where they were given first
aid for minor injuries.
According to a Tennessee
State patrolman at the scene,
the Ford entered the highway
from a driveway at the restaurant and was struck by the
north-bound Cadillac. A slight
rise to the south of the restsurant prevents distant vision
of the intersection and undoubtably contributed to the
seriousness of the crash.
According to police the driver of the cadillac was Elwyn
Coleman, a white hitch-hiker
from Texas, who had been
picked up by the car's other
passenger, a Negro chauffeur
named Blount, down in Mississippi. Blount had permitted
Coleman to relieve him as driver, prior to the accident. Both

B.EGoodrich
INVENTORY
CLEARANCE

were hospitalized The chauffeur was reported to have been
employed by a Chicagoan.

Notebook (Continued from Fare One)
. . and we didn't want any
other
broadcaster
reporting
that game except a fellow who
knows them, loves them, and
can properly cheer or agnoise
with them in any kind of situation.
On Monday morning early
we had a staff conference and
started the long, detailed and
often frustrating mechanics to
get WFUL's remote facilities
installed in Freedom Hall. First
things had to come first. We
called on several public-spirited business people for sponsorship, and we found early that
we would have at least a portion of the costs defrayed. Then
when we had that much in
order, we had to get permission to install the remote facilities in Louisville. We asked
our good friend Laurence Holland to call his good friend,
Ted Sanford. tournament manager, for permission to broadbast.
morning
It
was
Monday
when Laurence told us that all
possible radio space had been
taken and wirtn, was out in
the cold. Laurence, pleaded, I
pleaded, then our good friend,
J. 0. Lewis called Teddie and
Teddie said: "Maybe." Well,
we parlayed that "maybe" into a campaign, and had calls
going to Louisville right and
left. Teddie finally called and
said OK, they'd moved the
booths around and found a
small place for WFUL.
From there it was a long
and detailed matter with the
telephone company. Good old
phone
Wiley, local
Harold
manager put his heart into the
calling
started
matter
and
everywhere to coordinate
WFUL's remote with the Ashnetwork,
which
land-Aetna
WFUL will join after Bing
leaves the air when the Fulton game is over.
Then we- realized that most
of us Who will be listening to
the game at home will wonder
about a lot of things...."how
are the boys feeling'""did
then make the trip OK?"....
"what do the boys think of
the great big auditorium?"...
"are they scared?" So in order
things
we decided to add

ONE WINE, One blue velour WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
studio couch; each $110.00
lengths, vindths. 16,1rrester's
value, only 650.50 and your
Siscii Shop.
ALL KINDS O.EMU
old suite. Exchange Furniwhile you wait terneSses
ture Company, Church
Federal and State
Shoe Shop, 304 Maks..
Street, Fulton.
_
WANTED AT ONCE
Ray- LAWNBOY , mowers rewind
INCOME TAX
leigh Dealer in Fulton or
and
eltric
starter, just
Hickman Counties or City
plug in 10 volt house curof Fulton See or write Bill
REPORTS
rent Western Auto Store.
Johnson Box 352, Russell
CHEVROLET!'
owners
use
genSprings or write Rawleigh's,
Flied and mailed
uine Chevrolet parts for best
Dept. KYC - 1071 - R Freeperformance, service, satisfacPort. flL
F. S. JOHNSON
tion. Available in Fulton on
BUY W. L Douglas shoes in
ly at Taylor Chevrolet Com- 456 Lake St
Fulton, Ky
Fulton at 'Forrester's Shoe
pany, "Your Authorized
Shop.
Phone: 63; home 785
Chevrolet Dealer in Fulton".
Oft W4T Floor mading maLake Street, phone 38.
chine and electric Boor polio'sor and electric vacuum clean- ADMIRAL Appliancm lead the
SURE INSURANCE
ers. Exchange furniture Co,
field in quality products at
Phone 36, Church fitimat
low., low prices. 12.3 cu ft.
AT
upside
down
refrigerator.
WANTED to buy: standing
COST
LOW
Large frozen
food
locker
timber. R V. Miles, Route
$399.95
with
giant
trade-in
2, Sharon, Tenn.
allowance. See Admiral ApCLEAR plastic seat covers for
pliances at Wades. He's lookWHY PAY MORE?
1957 model cars, only $17.95
ing for a trade. 'Trade with
at
Charlie
Scates
Store,
Wade and Save."
Church Street, Fulton.
Wick Smith Agency
SPECIAL. $110.00 Red plastic FREEZERS while they last 30
cubic
ft.
Only
$279.95
15
cu456 Lake Street
Studio couch, only $59.50 and
bic ft. only $229.95. Western
your
old
suite. Exchange
-Phones 62 or 160-WFurniture Company. Church Auto Store.
1.1:11 THE BF.Si
vn Office
Street, Fulton.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
See James 0 Butts at The
available at Forrester's Shoe
REPAIR SERVICE
Co.
Harvey
Caldwell
Shop.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
WIZARD air conditioner 2 hp
RADIO AND TV
Phone 674. We trade for your
completely
automatic
push
Any make--any model
old equipment.
button. Only $299.95. WestWELLS DRILLED Mc industry
ern Auto Store.
and homes. Modern equip- WOOD & PRUITT TV
SHOE repairing while-U-Waii.
ment, experienced workman.
Phone 211
Main St.
Forrester's Shoe Shop.
Write or call Watson
NOW is the time to get your
Phase 161. Fulton. Ky.
Authorized RCA-Victor
Typewriter and Adding Mac- DAY OR NIGHT wrecker serSales and Service
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
vice; phone 38 during the
Peeples, Service Manager of
daytime 'and 1917 or 1701-R
The Harvey Caldwell. Comat night. 14aylor Chevrolet
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutCompenv, Fulton.
fitters, Phone 674.
PLASTiC Water pipe Vs- only
FARM LOANS
$7.00 per 100 ft. Iii" only
CARD OF THANKS
$10.00 per 100 ft. Western
Long Terms-We wish to Thank our many Auto Store.
-Easy Payments
friends who remembered us
with cards and letters or other FARM LOANS: Long term.
low interest rates on real
kindness, during our stay in
ATKINS. HOLMAN
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
the hospital.
AND FIELDS
61, Fulton.
Your thoughtfulness will be
-Insurarrs-paint
rubber-base
SOFT-LITE
remembered always.
pop
All
gallon.
only
$4.95
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Roper
List your
ular oolors. Exchange Furnitown Property
and
Farm
Church
another hour and one-half to
Company,
ture.
!with the
our remote broadcast with Bing
Street, Fulton.
Hampton at the microphone FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS•
FUIZON ZEAL ESTATE CO
That took more sponsorship,
To provide working capital,
more telephone
time, more
term
long
See tInm when you want
interest,
low
planning. But we got it done.
Charlie Ste phensoin. Phone
to BUY OR SE1..L.
61, Fulton.
So during this exciting State
USED CARS: We are in *posi- JIM Main St.
Moose II
tournament, as you listen to
tion to offer the public good
the games over WFUL-AM and
used cars with nothing down
WFUL-FM, just know
how
and up to 21 months to pay
much WFUL enjoys bringing
See Dan or Ellis at Taylor
them to you and bow apprecit3bevrelet.--take Street, Futr. -MOHAWK CARPET
attire- the* are ,of the sponsors
ton.
WALL-TO-WALL
who mad, it possible.
OR ROOM SIZE
MAT? 0 WASSIEIS. std.
sod automatic medels. snug Call us to estimate your job!
and up. Sales sad anise.
linoleum, aspBennett Electric, Phase Ell. We also install
halt tile, rubber tile and plastic
tile

CLISSEED ADS

CLOSEOUT

FULTON HARDWARE
LINOLEUM

THIS IS THE TIRE
THAT CAME ON
MILLIONS OF
1956 CARS

EXCHANGE

'PLUS TAX &
RETREADABLE
TIRE

Church St.

Fulton

7.10-15

23.95
26.75
29.45

6.70-15
7.10-15

21.75 1

8.00-15

NEW 1957

BLACK-TUBS MI

*SALE PRICE
19.45

7.60-15

7.60-15

8.00-15

24.25
26.95

Pefwn.od brulso-liteweve
fwetecticon el cl•arence
pricipc Ilwryl

WALLPAPERS!

ALL-New Frigidaire
Super Value!

Charlie Scales Stores
FULTON, KY.
216 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 389

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE
Church St.

COMPANY
Fulton

It's all new:- every inch of it -- from new SafetySeel Latch to its color- gay interior. With the
magical Sheer Look that transforms any kitchen!
It's the

MARTIN, TENN.
315 LINDELL
PHONE 404

COMPANY

Phopes.
Garage 9134; Home 1795

•

SILVERTOWN

SIZE

JUNK YARD
USED CARS AND PARTS

FURNITURE

*SALE PRICE

AND

GARAGE SERV ICE

6.73-15

.SIZE

Fulton, Ky.

24-HOUR WRFA.'KF.R

JUST ARRIVED !
RAYON

PETE'S GARAGE
U. S. 51 North

Across From Zippy Cafe

10c EACH

21"

SAFETYLINER

BLOCKS

PLASTIC and INLAID

Tubeless Safety at Clearance Prices!

B.F.Goodricii

and Furniture Company
Phone 1
208 Lake Street

9 x 9

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMFS C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierre-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 345

DANCE

Handiest Ewer
to the musk of

Imagine,in 10 cu. R. you gets Family-Sized Super
Freezer Chest • 3 Big Full-Width Removable
Aluminum Shelves • Handy Removable Half Shelf
• Deep Full -Width Porcelain Hydrator • Sliding
Chill Drawer • Huge Super Storage Door with
Butter Compartment and Five Removable Shelves
• 3Quickube Ice Trays all in a refrigerator which
Sipe in among your kitchen cabinets for that
treasured "built-in" look.

THE MELODY MEN
9-piece orchestra

SATURDAY NIGHT
MARCH 16
at

00,1130

Can

a week
after sawn down perooPit
faxwo WO& 51mrell Wan CWW1011... 1054

OIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

B.EGoodrich Tires

"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT ST.

PHONE 185

be found in our
baby department. Baby
Gifts and everyday
necessities.
Gifts Wrapped Free

the

FULTON, KY.

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE, Inc.
Fulton

VFW
Union City, Tenn.
Dancing 9-12
(Couples only)

